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THIS CADET GUIDE BELONGS TO: 

 
 
 

PRINT NAME: ____________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THIS IS YOUR CADET GUIDE. 
STUDY IT CAREFULLY AND YOU WILL DO WELL AND 

SUCCEED IN THE CORP! 
YOU SHOULD HAVE IT WITH YOU DURING EVERY AFJROTC 

CLASS. 
 
 
 
 

IF YOU LOSE YOUR GUIDE, THERE WILL BE A $5.00 
CHARGE 

TO OBTAIN A NEW ONE. 

 

 

IT IS ALSO LOCATED ON EACH INSTRUCTOR’s WEBSITE 

WHERE YOU CAN DOWNLOAD IT AND PRINT IT OUT. 
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Dear AFJROTC students, 

 

 

In every school, as in life, it is important to take advantage of every opportunity available to you. 

The Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps program (AFJROTC) is just that, an 

opportunity. We at Steele High School are excited to again offer this program. The AFJROTC 

program will help you develop the academic skills, leadership, and social experiences needed to 

meet your career goals. I am especially pleased that you will be exposed to the CORE VALUES 

which the U.S. Air Force promotes. 

 

Air Force Junior ROTC is a Steele High School program where students can enroll in the 

9thgrade and continue through their senior year. Enrolling in this program will assist you in your 

academic and career preparation. Students grow by accepting challenges of responsibilities that 

the Air Force JROTC provides. The experiences you have will become the memories of a 

lifetime. 

 

I am pleased that you are meeting the challenges to grow in your academic and career skills. You 

will be better prepared for all the opportunities that await you in the future. 

 
 
GO KNIGHTS! 

 

 

Jana Cervantes 

Principal 

Byron P. Steele II High School 
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THE CADET HONOR CODE 

 

Every cadet enrolled in the Aerospace Science Program at Byron P. Steele II High School agrees to abide by 

the Cadet Honor Code. You should read it carefully, think it over, and then re-read it to be sure you understand 

it. If you have a question about the code, ask questions until the answer is clear to you. Then make a decision 

about whether the code and the AFJROTC program are right for you. 

 

AFJROTC TX-20064 

CADET CODE OF CONDUCT 

 

I AM AN AIR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC CADET. I BELIEVE IN HONESTY, DECENCY, AND 

DILIGENCE,ALL OF WHICH WILL HELP MY COMMUNITY AND COUNTRY REMAIN GREAT. I 

WILL STRIVE TO BEA GOOD EXAMPLE FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW. I WILL ACCEPT AND OBEY 

THE ARTICLES IN THISCADET CODE: 

 

ARTICLE 1: I WILL BE RESPECTFUL TO MY COUNTRY AND OUR FLAG, MY PARENTS, 

 MYTEACHERS, AND MY FELLOW STUDENTS. I ACCEPT THE LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES 

 INVOLVED INTHE CADET CORPS CHAIN OF COMMAND. I WILL RESPECT AND WILL 

 COOPERATE WITH CADETSPLACED IN AUTHORITY OVER ME AND WILL SHOW 

 EQUAL RESPECT FOR AND COOPERATE WITHTHOSE ASSIGNED UNDER ME. 

 

ARTICLE 2: I WILL NOT LIE, CHEAT, NOR STEAL, NOR TOLERATE THOSE WHO  DO. 

 

ARTICLE 3: I WILL NOT KNOWLINGLY VIOLATE ANY SCHOOL RULE OR REGULATION, 

NORWILL I ENCOURAGE ANY OTHER STUDENT TO DO SO. 

 

ARTICLE 4: I WILL NOT VOLUNTARILY PARTICIPATE IN ANY ACTIVITY WHICH HAS 

 BEENDECLARED ILLEGAL BY LAW OR DIRECTIVE. 

 

ARTICLE 5: I WILL WEAR MY UNIFORM WITH PRIDE WHENEVER AND WHEREVER IT 

 ISREQUIRED. I WILL STRIVE FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN ALL MY CLASSES. 

 

ARTICLE 6: I WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO BE PROMPT AT ALL REQUIRED PLACES 

OF DUTYAND COMPLETE ALL TASKS ASSIGNED TO ME ON TIME. 

 

ARTICLE 7: I WILL REMEMBER THAT, ESPECIALLY IN UNIFORM, I REPRESENT 

AFJROTC INEVERYTHING I DO, CONSCIOUSLY AND UNCONSCIOUSLY. I WILL ALWAYS 

REMEMBER THATEVERY ACTION I UNDERTAKE REFLECTS NOT JUST ON ME, BUT ON 

EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN MYAFJROTC UNIT FOR GOOD OR BAD, AND ULTIMATELY ON MY 

FAMILY. 

 

ARTICLE 8: I WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT I AM, ABOVE ALL, A CITIZEN OF THE 

UNITEDSTATES OF AMERICA, THAT MANY GENERATIONS OF AMERICANS HAVE GONE 

BEFORE ME ANDMANY HAVE PAID THE ULTIMATE PRICE SO I CAN ENJOY THE 

FREEDOMS I NOW HAVE. I WILLSTRIVE TO HONOR THEIR MEMORIES AND LET MY 

OWN ACTIONS SERVE AS EXAMPLES THATTHOSE WHO FOLLOW ME WILL EMULATE. I 

WILL DO MY BEST TO FOLLOW THE ARTICLES OFTHIS CODE OF CONDUCT. 

 

“Setting an example is not the main means of influencing people, it’s the only means.” - Albert Einstein 

 

“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

“AlisVolatPropriis”(“He flies by his own wings”) - (Unknown) 
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The Pledge of Allegiance 

 

I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, 

And to the republic for which it stands, one nation, under God, 

indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 
 

The Star-Spangled Banner 

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light,  

What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?  

Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,  

O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?  

And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,  

Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.  

O say, does that Star - Spangled Banner yet wave  

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 

On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep,  

Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes,  

What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep,  

As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses?  

Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam,  

In full glory reflected now shines on the stream:  

'Tis the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave  

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 

And where is that band who so vauntingly swore  

That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion  

A home and a country should leave us no more?  

Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution.  

No refuge could save the hireling and slave  

From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave:  

And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave  

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 

Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand  

Between their loved homes and the war's desolation!  

Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land  

Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation.  

Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,  

And this be our motto: "In God is our trust."  

And the Star - Spangled Banner in triumph shall wave  

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
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The Air Force Song 

Off we go into the wild blue yonder,  

Climbing high into the sun; 

Here they come zooming to meet our thunder,  

At 'em boys, Give 'er the gun! (Give 'er the gun now!)  

Down we dive, spouting our flame from under, 

Off with one helluva roar!  

We live in fame or go down in flame. Hey!  

Nothing'll stop the U.S. Air Force! 

Additional verses: 

Minds of men fashioned a crate of thunder,  

Sent it high into the blue; 

Hands of men blasted the world asunder; 

How they lived God only knew! (God only knew then!) 

Souls of men dreaming of skies to conquer  

Gave us wings, ever to soar!  

With scouts before And bombers galore. Hey!  

Nothing'll stop the U.S. Air Force! 

Bridge: "A Toast to the Host" 

Here's a toast to the host 

Of those who love the vastness of the sky, 

To a friend we send a message of his brother men who fly. 

We drink to those who gave their all of old, 

Then down we roar to score the rainbow's pot of gold. 

A toast to the host of men we boast, the U.S. Air Force! 

Zoom! 

Off we go into the wild sky yonder,  

Keep the wings level and true;  

If you'd live to be a grey-haired wonder  

Keep the nose out of the blue! (Out of the blue, boy!) 

Flying men, guarding the nation's border,  

We'll be there, followed by more!  

In echelon we carry on. Hey!  

Nothing'll stop the U.S. Air Force! 
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AFJROTC Cadet Creed  

I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet. 

I am connected and faithful to every Corps of Cadets who serve their community and nation with patriotism. 

I earn respect when I uphold the Core Values of Integrity First, Service Before Self, and Excellence In All We 

Do. 

I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, school, Corps of Cadets, community, and to myself. 

My character defines me. I will not lie, cheat, or steal. I am accountable for my actions and deeds. 

I will hold others accountable for their actions as well. I will honor those I serve with, those who have gone 

before me, and those who will come after me. 

I am a Patriot, a Leader, and a Wingman devoted to those I follow, serve, and lead. 

I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MISSION, VALUES, AND GOALS 

 
MISSION, VALUES, AND GOALS OF THE AFJROTC PROGRAM 

 

1. MISSION: To develop citizens of character dedicated to serving their nation and community. 

2. VALUES: Integrity first, service before self, excellence in all we do 

3. GOALS: To instill in high school cadets the value of citizenship, service to their country and local community, personal 

responsibility, and a sense of accomplishment. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS 

 

1. To be eligible for membership in the AFJROTC program, a student must be: 

A. Enrolled in Steele High School and attending a regular course of instruction. 

B. At least in the ninth grade. 

C. Must be in good standing with the SASI in coordination with the principal to ensure the student meets acceptable standards. 

D. Physically able to participate in AFJROTC.  A student is considered physically able, if they can fully participate in Bryon P. 

Steele II High School outside physical education classes. The AFJROTC wellness program requires cadets to march daily 

and exercise/ play sports each week in south Texas weather (very hot to cold conditions). 

E. Special needs and handicapped students may participate in AFJROTC with the concurrence of the SASI and the principal. 

2. Transfer of students from other schools: 

A. Transfer of students from other JROTC units may be admitted with full credit for training already received. 

B. Cadet rank and position will be determined by the SASI based on the JROTC record from the previous unit and knowledge 

level of the transfer student. 

C. Job rotations will not be moved for new incoming cadets. 

D. Any items not on the cadet’s record or if they do not have one will be void. 

3. A student may be dis-enrolled for any of the following reasons: 
 

A. Failure to maintain acceptable AFJROTC course standards (improper uniform wear, haircut/color, 

grooming, body jewelry/piercing, tattoos, repeated time in ISS, sent to DAEP, etc.) 
 

B. Inaptitude or indifference to training such as poor attitude, failure to wear the uniform or follow directions 

of SASI, ASI, or cadets or higher rank in the cadet organization. 

 

C. Disciplinary reasons (includes, but not limited to, negative behavior in other classes at school as this is a 

direct reflection on the AFJROTC program of the United States Air Force). 

 

D. Undesirable character traits (lying, bullying, cheating, theft, destruction or defacing property, smoking, drug 

or alcohol use, or encouraging others to do the same). 
 

E. Failure to remain enrolled at Steele High School or transferred to an alternative school. 
 

F. Individual request for release from the program, consistent with current school drop/add policy. 
 

G. All cadets enrolled in AFJROTC will meet minimum uniform wear standards and requirements within 45 

calendar days from the start of school, or enrollment of the cadet, or they will be disenrolled. 
 

H. Any other reason deemed appropriate by the SASI and/or principal. 

 

4. Removal Process: 

 

A. Per AFJROTCI 36-2001, para. 2.4, the minimum program requirements are: 

i. Taking AFJROTC academic courses 

ii. Participation in the cadet corps activities 

iii. Properly wearing the prescribed uniform each required uniform day 

iv. Meeting and maintaining Air Force grooming standards 

v. Maintaining acceptable disciplinary standards 

 

B. Cadets who are consistently deficient in one or more of the areas or demonstrate a negative pattern of behavior 

and disruptive to the overall corps operations, must be dis-enrolled. 
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C. Disenrollment is a last resort and will normally follow this process: 

i. First offense: Counseling between instructor and cadet that includes the discussion that this is the 

beginning of the removal process.  Document counseling in an email to parent. 

ii. Second offense: Counseling between instructor and cadet that includes discussion that this is the last 

warning in removal process.  This is followed by contact with the parent and the counselor.  Document 

counseling with an email to parent. 

iii. Third offense: Meeting with cadet and counselor to remove cadet.  Normally removal is as soon as 

possible.  Parent notification from counselor. 

   

D. There are exceptions to this process; example, enrollment in DAEP (alternative school) or agregious school 

discipline violations are automatic removal without the possibility for return during that school year. 

 

5. Cadet Responsibility: 

 

A. Each cadet will agree by the rules and regulations of the Aerospace Science Department and to accept 

responsibility for uniforms, textbooks and other AFJROTC equipment.  Cadets and parents/guardians must 

sign a statement to the effect (Cadet Contract). 

 

B. This section will be referred to when disciplining cadets.  Sufficient information, guidance and counsel are 

readily available to all cadets.  Ignorance of the rules is not an excuse. 

 

6. Hazing: HAZING OF CADETS IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. 

 

A. Any type of physical or mental abuse and punishment will not be permitted. AFJROTC has a “Zero 

Tolerance” attitude towards harassment or maltreatment of any kind.  Hazing is defined as “…to harass or 

persecute with meaningless, difficult, demeaning tasks…”.  In the United States Air Force, hazing has been 

defined as “…unauthorized assumption of authority by one military member over another, which results in 

cruelty or humiliation…”. 

 

B. If a cadet feels that he/she is being harassed in this or any other way, they should feel free to discuss this 

situation with anyone of authority (open door policy) i.e. SASI, ASI, or Cadet Commander.   

 

(Hazing also includes the activity commonly known as “Bearing Tests”.  Unit TX-20064 prohibits any 

member to conduct, participate in, or encourage this inappropriate behavior.) 

 

NOTE: Instructors will review this policy annually and brief all cadets on a yearly basis. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CONDUCT AND MILITARY COURTESY 

 

1. General:  

Cadets are expected to observe correct military conduct at all times. This means cadets are expected to behave in a manner that 

reflects credit upon themselves, their parents, fellow cadets, Byron Steele II High School, and the United States Air Force. 

2. Military Courtesy:  

The practice of saying “YES SIR/MA’AM” and “NO SIR/MA’AM to instructors, visitors, and cadets of senior rank is always 

observed in an AFJROTC unit. Such responses are long established military courtesies which become habit when practiced 

continuously and will serve you well in life. REMEMBER, one day you will be an upper-class cadet and will want to be treated 

with respect. 

3. Classroom Procedures: 

A. Your AFJROTC class will begin by having everyone behind their chairs and at the position of parade rest before the tardy 

bell rings (REMEMBER: Promptness is very important in life as well as in AFJROTC). The flight commander/flight sergeant 

will be at the front of the classroom facing the other cadets at parade rest.  

B. When the final bell rings, the flight commander will call the room to attention and will call the command “report”. At this 

command, each element leader, starting with the first element, will salute and report to the flight commander about the 

attendance status of their individual element. (Element leaders must know the name and rank of each cadet in their element.) 

C. The flight commander will return the element leader’s salute at which time the element leader will drop the salute, and the 

second element leader follows the same procedure. When all element leaders are finished with this procedure, the flight 

commander will report the missing cadets. 

D. The commander will then face the instructor of the day, salute the SASI/ASI and present the attendance report. 

E. These procedures are very important and will not be omitted. 

4. Tardy Cadets:  

A. Tardy cadets will remain at the door through the reporting procedure.  IAW district policy, cadets are tardy up until 10 

minutes past the tardy bell.  After 10 minutes they are considered absent. 

B. After the daily attendance report has been taken, the tardy cadet will salute and report to the flight commander or the 

instructor of the day, “Sir/Ma’am, permission to enter the room.”  

C. Any excuse slips will then be given to the flight commander/instructor at that time.  

5. Example of the daily report procedures: 

A. FLIGHT COMMANDER: “Flight, attention!” 

B. FLIGHT SERGEANT: “Report!” 

C. 1st ELEMENT LEADER: (If all in element are present) (Saluting): “Sir/Ma’am, first element reports. All cadets present and 

or accounted for.” (Sergeant salutes back, and the element leader drops his/her salute after the sergeant drops his/hers.) 

D. 2nd ELEMENT LEADER: (If a cadet is absent) (Saluting): “Sir/Ma’am, second element reports. All cadets present and or 

accounted for with the exception of Cadet [last name].” (Sergeant salutes back, and the element leader drops his/her salute 

after the sergeant drops his/hers). 

E. 3rd ELEMENT LEADER: (Saluting): “Sir/Ma’am, third element reports.All cadets present and or accounted for.”  (Sergeant 

salutes back, and the element leader drops his/her salute after the sergeant drops his/hers.) 

F. FLIGHT COMMANDER: Faces the instructor. The instructor will take the report, return the salute and direct the flight 

commander as required for that day’s activities. 

G. If the instructor is delayed for some reason, the flight commander is allowed to put the flight at “at ease” and the flight will 

patiently wait for the instructor, while not talking. When the instructor arrives, the flight commander will call the flight to 

attention and report to the instructor. 
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6. As in all other high school classes, AFJROTC has a few “common sense” rules to follow: 

A. Comply with the instructions given to you by the cadet in charge, especially when the instructor is not present. 

B. Go to the restroom BEFORE CLASS!  If you believe you will be late to class by going to the restroom, proceed to the 

AFJROTC class, inform the instructor or cadet in charge and they will give you permission to go to the restroom. 

C. Bring to class all required materials including the textbook/workbook needed for that day, pencil and paper, and your 

homework. 

D. DO NOT bring materials that do not pertain to AFJROTC (magazines, cards, CD players, IPODS etc.) 

E. DO NOT work on homework from your other classes unless given permission by your instructor or flight commander (If the 

instructor is not present). 

F. Be attentive when someone else is speaking and be respectful to everyone. 

G. Turn in all homework and assignments on time. (See chapter 8 for rules on absences).  

H. Do not sleep in class or put your head on the desk while the instructor is trying to teach. It is very disrespectful and 

distracting. If you are drowsy, stand up and quietly stand in the back of the room. 

I. Do not bring chewing gum, food or drinks other than bottled water into the classroom. 

7. Each class may be assigned classroom advisors (3rd or 4th year cadets) who are responsible for: 

A. Training of flight positions/jobs. 

B. Teaching drill and ceremonies/ uniform wear. 

C. Cadet orientation to AFJROTC. 

D. Day-to-day implantation of the cadet guide. 

8. Dismissing the class: 

A. At the end of each class period the instructor or flight commander will give the flight the command to “prepare for 

dismissal”.  

B. Cadets will then assemble their books and class materials, clean the area of trash, and ensure seats are returned to their 

normal positions.  

C. The flight commander and flight sergeant will then do a quick inspection of the room, call the room to attention and formally 

dismiss them with the bell.  Students may then retrieve their backpacks and exit the classroom. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

APPEARANCE OF CADETS 

Because you wear the official uniform of the United States Air Force, any objectionable behavior in public can create an unfavorable 

reaction toward the AFJROTC program and the Air Force. Proper conduct, actions, and attitudes will create and sustain a favorable 

public view that will enhance the image of the cadet corps. Therefore, as an AFJROTC cadet you must constantly strive to present a 

well-mannered and properly groomed appearance addressed in AFJROTCI 36-2001 and as stated in our governing Air Force Regulation 

(AFI 36-2903, AIR FORCE UNIFORM DRESS AND APPEARANCE). 

 

 

          
 

1. MALE CADETS: 

A. The face will be clean-shaven at all times (this includes fuzz or the fine hairs on young male’s cheeks and neck). An electric 

shaver or hair removal product may be used to avoid razor shaving. Mustaches are permitted as long as they are neatly 

trimmed, not extending downward beyond the lip line of the upper lip nor sideways beyond a vertical line drawn upward 

from the corner of the mouth. Beards or goatees are not permitted. 

B. Hair will be neatly cut, clean, trimmed, and present a groomed appearance. The bulk of the hair will not exceed 1 ¼ inches on 

the top of the head and will not exceed ¼ inch at the termination point on the back of the head. Hair may be groomed to 

follow the contours of the head and will not touch the ears or collar of the shirt. Hair in front will be groomed so that it does 

not fall below the flight cap. Braided hairstyles, mo.-hawks, ducktails, cornrows, and fad styles are not authorized, nor are 

other bizarre hair styles, including partially shaved heads. Hair color must appear natural—no streaks, bright colors, etc. 

C. Sideburns, if worn, will be neatly trimmed. Sideburns will not extend beyond the lowest part of the exterior ear opening, will 

not be more than ½ inch wide, and will end with a clean-shaven horizontal line. 

D. Male cadets will not wear earrings at any time in uniform or in the AFJROTC classroom. Earrings are not permitted even if 

out of the AFJROTC class when wearing any Air Force uniform item to include the Spirit or PT shirt. Body 

piercing/ornaments are not permitted at any time. 
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2. FEMALECADETS: 

                                 

 

A. The hair must be styled to permit proper wear of Air Force headgear. Hair should always be clean, neatly arranged, and 

styled to present a professional appearance. Cornrows, pigtails, and hairstyles that allow the hair to extend below the bottom 

of the collar of the female uniform shirt/any uniform jacket are not permitted. Hair will be groomed so that it does not touch 

the eyebrows and will not cover any portion of the face. Afro, natural, bouffant, and similar styles are authorized, except 

those with excessive fullness or extreme heights (over three inches). Ponytails are allowed if the uniform headgear can still be 

properly worn. Long hair must be pinned up in a bun/roll arrangement so as to permit proper wear of the headgear and not 

allow the hair to extend below the bottom of or touch the collar. Hair color must appear natural-no streaks, bright colors, etc. 

B. Hair ornaments such as ribbons will not be worn. Pins, combs, or barrettes similar in color to the cadet’s hair color may be 

worn. Hairnets are not authorized. 

C. Jewelry; A wristwatch and rings are permitted with the uniform, but no more than three rings at any one time. Thumb rings 

are not authorized.  One bracelet may be worn if it is neat and conservative. However, the bracelet must not detract from the 

military image, must not be wider than one-half inch, and must not subject anyone to potential injury. Ornaments may not be 

worn on your head or around your neck. Thumb rings are not allowed in uniform. Colored bracelets that support a cause are 

also not allowed. Earrings may be worn, if they are small, conservative, spherical, and pearl white, gold, or silver in color. 

Clip-ons must fit tightly and may not extend below the earlobe. Only one earring per ear is allowed when wearing the Air 

Forceuniform, on non-uniform days in the JROTC classroom, or when wearing the AFJROTC Spirit or PT shirt. Body 

piercings/ornaments are not permitted at any time. 

3. ALL CADETS: 

A. Eyeglasses or sunglasses are permitted if they fit standards. Eyeglasses must not have any ornaments on the frames or lenses. 

Eyeglass lenses that are conservative, clear, slightly tinted, or have photosensitive lenses may be worn in uniform while 

indoors or while in military formation. When outdoors and in uniform, sunglasses and eyeglasses must have lenses and 

frames that are conservative; faddish or mirrored lenses are prohibited. Sunglasses are not allowed while in a military 

formation. Neither eyeglasses nor sunglasses can be worn around the neck while in uniform. 
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B. Tattoos or Brands. Whether you are in or out of uniform, tattoos or brands anywhere on the body are not allowed if they are 

obscene or if they advocate sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious discrimination. Tattoos or brands that might harm good order 

and discipline or bring discredit upon the Air Force are also barred, whether you are in or out of uniform. 

 

C. The uniform must be clean and pressed and must be properly worn at all times. Insignia must be properly spaced and attached. 

Shoes must present an appearance of cleanliness, be shined if they are leather, and have side soles/heels polished or edge 

dressing applied. 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***REMEMBER: THIS IS THE UNIFORM OF THE ACTIVE DUTY UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

AND CADETS MUST STRIVE TO PUT FORTH THE SHARPEST IMAGE POSSIBLE WHILE 

WEARING IT.*** 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

WEAR OF THE UNIFORM 

 

 

The reputation of the United States Air Force as a professional organization is known worldwide.Since the primary uniform 

you wear is a symbol of that reputation, each cadet in the AFJROTCprogram at Byron P. Steele II High School must wear it properly. 

The importance of this cannot be overemphasized, since the uniform, except for the insignia and patches, is the same as that worn by 

active duty Air Force men and women. WEAR IT PROUDLY! 

 

1. Uniform requirements for male/female cadets: 

A. Requirements for uniform wear (AFJROTC blue S/S, pants) are as follows; once per week, generally on Wednesday unless 

otherwise assigned by the SASI. A uniform wear week is defined as Monday thru Friday. Instructors will inspect each cadet 

individually during a wear day and assign a grade for that day. If a cadet is absent on Wednesday, they must wear the 

uniform on the first day of their return to school of that week. If a cadet is absent Wednesday thru Friday of the week, an 

“excused” grade will be assigned. If a cadet fails to wear the uniform on the assigned day, they are allowed only two make up 

days during the semester. A make-up day means that the cadet must wear the uniform on the following day (Thursday) to 

receive a grade. Uniforms wear days DO NOT roll over into the next week. After a cadet uses up their two makeup days in a 

semester and they fail to wear the uniform again then the grade will be a “zero.”  Three missing uniform grades (including PT 

gear) constitute grounds for disenrollment. 

B. The flight cap is worn tilted slightly to the wearer’s right with the front crease pointing toward the lower center  of the 

forehead and one inch above the right eyebrow. The flight cap will be placed firmly on the head, but not pulled down tightly. 

If worn in this manner, it is either too big or too small. Hair may not protrude from the front of the flight cap. 

C.  The cap will be worn when outdoors EXCEPT in the following areas: 

1. While sitting or eating in the cafeteria, courtyard, or the outdoor lunch area. 

2. Walking to or from the courtyard. 

3. While riding in vehicles or on bicycles to and from school. 

D. The belt is threaded through the loops from left to right (males) and right to left (females). When buckled, only the metal on 

the tip of the belt should show beyond the buckle (no material). The adjustable belt clamp is there in order to change the belt 

length and to permit the proper fit. Excess material should be trimmed so that it does not protrude beyond the back of the belt 

buckle (leave 1-2 inches). The buckle must have a scratch-free shine at all times. 

E. The lightweight jacket (windbreaker) must have school and AFJROTC patches on it when worn and must be zipped up at 

least half way. The sleeve MUST NOT BE pushed up at any time. DO NOT wear the lightweight jacket tied around your 

waist or shoulders. 

NOTE: Rank insignia must also be worn on the jacket. 

F. The shoes will be laced up and tied to the top and shined to a high gloss at all times. Side soles/heels will be polished or edge 

dressing must be applied. Purchased at personal expense, Corframs (patent leather), males or females, are optional items for 

only senior (AS-4) cadets and active members of competitive drill teams (drill team wear only during drill competitions). 

G. Socks must be black. NO OTHER COLORS ARE AUTHORIZED. Female panty hose must be the cadet’s skintone and free 

of any rips or tears. Socks/hose must be worn when in uniform. 

H. The short sleeve shirt with epaulets may be worn with or without a tab/tie. The shirttail is pulled down into slacks/skirt tightly 

and tucked at the sides to make it nearly form fittings. No military creases. The only crease on the shirt is down the sleeves. 

I. Only female cadets are authorized to wear the blues skirt. The skirt will be hemmed so it falls no lower than the bottom of the 

knee and is not higher than the top of the knee. The women’s black oxford shoes that are issued are not authorized for wear. 

Pumps (3 inches or shorter) or slip-on shoes (black and leather) can be worn if the skirt is authorized. Check with the 

SASI/ASI for specific shoe requirements BEFORE purchasing shoes. 

J. Cadets must wear the appropriate type of undergarments with their uniform. Male and female cadets must wear a plain white 

V-Neck T-shirt under the uniform shirt. The V-neck shirt must not be seen when the collar is open. These should not have 

logos or designs printed on them, as they can be seen through the uniform shirt. Similarly, female cadets must wear 

undergarments that are white or neutral in color so they are not visible or noticeable through the light blue blouse. 

K. Any items not listed will be worn as prescribed by Air Force standards and regulations. 
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2. WHEN YOU MUST WEAR YOUR UNIFORM: 

A.    As prescribed by the Air Force and JROTC instructions, the Air Force Uniform must be worn one day per week. Wednesday

 of each week is the uniform day at Byron P. Steele II High School unless otherwise stated by the SASI. The uniform of the 

 day will be posted each week and must be worn ALL DAY! Any exceptions to this must be approved by the SASI.  

B.  CHANGING OUT OF YOUR UNIFORM BEFORE THE END OF THE DAY OR WEARING ITIMPROPERLY TO 

 OTHER CLASSES OR TO/FROM SCHOOL, WILL RESULT IN A ZERO GRADE FOR YOUR UNIFORM GRADE 

 THAT WEEK.YOU MUST WEAR IT PROPERLY AND WEAR IT ALL DAY. 

C. Do not mix items of civilian attire with the uniform. The only exception is for cadets who have an injury that requires 

 wearing a bandage/splint/cast or the wear of a soft-shoe, etc. These cadets may still wear the uniform after getting permission 

 from the SASI or ASI. Injuries that still allow the wear of civilian clothing and attending school MAY NOT be used as an 

 excuse to avoid wearing the uniform. (You can wear JROTC pants just as easily as jeans.) 

D. RULE OF THUMB: If you can come to school on a uniform day, you should be in uniform, unless the SASI/ASI had given 

 you prior permission to do otherwise. 

E. Not wearing the uniform WILL RESULT IN A ZERO for that week’s uniform grade and may result in a demotion if not 

 excused. You CANNOT PASS AFJROTC without wearing your uniform consistently. Failure to wear the uniform three (3) 

 times during an academic semester may result in removal from AFJROTC. 

F.  You have ample time between uniform days to get your uniform ready for the next week. Excuses such as “my uniform is 

 still in the cleaners”; “I can’t find an item”; or “I didn’t spend the night at my house,” are just that: EXCUSES for your poor 

 planning and preparation. Only very exceptional circumstances presented by your parents to the instructors will be 

 considered as an excuse. 

G. If necessary to keep your uniform clean in certain classes (Art, Wood shop etc.), it is acceptable to briefly wear an old shirt/ 

 smock over it to avoid spills or stains. These coverings must not be worn outside the class. 

H. Athletics, PE, and Band classes are no excuse to not wear the uniform. You must wear it to and from these classes. 

I. Cadet Officers and noncommissioned officers (NCO’S) should inform cadets of uniform discrepancies when they are 

 observed. However, care must be taken not to embarrass cadet in front of their peers, or try to put on a show of “power”, as 

 this detracts from the AFJROTC program and as you a more senior cadet. Ask the cadet to step aside to talk to you privately 

 or wait until the cadet be approached individually. Try to use the correction as a learning experience by asking the cadet what 

 the proper wear should be then explaining the proper way to do it. You should also take the opportunity of their uniform 

 wear, especially to new cadets, to encourage them. 

J. NOTE:THERE ARE PAGES IN THIS GUIDE THAT SHOW PROPER UNIFORM WEAR AND THE GRADING 

 CRITERIA FOR INSPECTIONS. STUDY THEM CLOSELY SINCE THEY WILL HELP YOU WEAR THE UNIFORM 

 PROPERLY.  

3.    WEAR OF THE PHYSICAL TRAINING (PT) AND SPIRIT UNIFORMS:  

A.  Physical Training Uniform issued by AFJROTC for the wellness program consists of a t-shirt and shorts with AFJROTC 

 logos on them. Cadets must complete this uniform by wearing athletic shoes and white socks. A pair of civilian sweatpants 

 and a sweat shirt can be worn on cold days. 

B. Physical training is an integral part of the AFJROTC program as it promotes a healthy lifestyle and enhances teamwork and 

 camaraderie. Our program consists of formal exercises, running, and team sportssuch as softball, volleyball, etc. In order to 

 remain in AFJROTC, students MUST PARTICIPATE in the wellness program because AFJROTC counts as a credit for PE 

 class 

C. Each Friday is wellness day unless announced otherwise. Cadets must bring their PT uniforms to change into. They should 

 also bring a towel and toiletries because they will be given time to clean themselves at the end of class. 

D.  NOTE: Cadets MUST WEAR the PT uniform to include athletic shoes and PARTICIPATE in the AFJROTC Wellness 

 Program. Failure to wear the PT uniform may result in a failing grade for weekly PT. Any excuses due to illness/injury 

 MUST be from the parents and APPROVED by the instructors. Incidents of non-compliance will be referred to school 

 administrators. 

E. Fridays are fun for the cadets but must also be productive. So have fun and work hard to get physically fit! 

F.    The AFJROTC Spirit Uniform consists of a collared cotton shirt with special logo embroidered on them, worn with 

blue/black pants/shorts for both males and females and belt. Pants must be in good condition (no holes or decorations). This 

is the only uniform not issued by the Air Force. It is unique to each unit and used for voluntary functions that do not require 

the official uniform. The Spirit Uniform is used to allow more comfort, especially when traveling to and/or participating in a 
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wide variety of extra-curricular activities and field trips/ projects. Many of these are done with other AFJROTC units and the 

Spirit Uniform identifies Byron P. Steele II’s unit and school. It also helps build esprit-de-corps and group unity. The shirt is 

purchased as part of the initial activity fee once school begins each year. This is not a required uniform to take AFJROTC or 

participate in the basic AFJROTC course. However, not having a Spirit Polo shirt will prevent cadets from participating in 

some extracurricular activities. 

 

NOTE: The AFJROTC Spirit Uniform must be worn to participate in any and all volunteer events, with the drill and 

rocket teams, Spirit Team and AFJROTC sponsored field trips. 

 

 

4.   TEAM UNIFORM RULES 

     

A. Team Participation is signified by the use of shoulder cords.  Current TX-20064 Team Cords are designated by: 

a. White – Color Guard 

b. Red – Saber 

c. Blue – Unarmed Drill 

d. Black – Armed Drill 

e. Orange – Rocketry/ Drone 

f. Green – Orienteering 

g. Yellow – PT 

h. Silver – Marksmanship 

i. Purple – Academic 

j. Light Blue – Cyber Patriot 

k. Purple – Model UN 

l. Silver/ Black – Command Staff 

m. Red/ White/ Blue – Honor Flight from previous semester 

 

B. Only one cord may be worn at a time.  Criteria for earning the team cords are determined by the team commanders and 

published in their team binder. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT 

 

1.    Protecting government and school property is each cadet’s responsibility.  

C. A complete uniform including shirt and pants (males) or blouses and pants/skirts (females), service coat, light jacket, flight 

cap and all accessories/rank/insignia are issued to each cadet. All of these items are accountable and must be returned or paid 

for by the cadet. Other clothing items are also issued, but are not accountable and do not have to be turned back in: socks, 

shoes, AFJROTC PT shorts and t-shirts. However if these items are lost or damaged, the cadet must purchase replacements.  

D. There are also many pieces of government equipment that are used by the cadets and need to treat properly and protected 

when in use (cameras, demilitarized rifles, sabers, and many other items). Damage or loss of these items will be charged to 

the cadet using the item(s). 

E. Other items of equipment belong to or are the responsibility of Byron P. Steele II High School. This includes items such as 

computers, software, drill team and honor guard equipment, sports equipment, TVs, VCRs and many other items. Cadets 

must use this equipment properly and return it after each use. Damage or loss of these items will be charged to the cadet 

using the item(s). 

F. VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING YOU WILL USE AS A CADET IN AFJROTC WILL BE EITHER GOVERNMENT 

PROPERTY OR SCHOOL EQUIPMENT. EACH ITEM OFGOVERNMENT PROPERTY OR SCHOOL EQUIPMENT 

MUST BE PROPERLY USED, PROTECTED, AND ACCOUNTED FOR AT ALL TIMES. THIS IS YOUR 

RESPONSIBILITYAS A CADET AND YOU WILL BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE. 

G. You are required to sign a clothing issue form at the time your uniforms and accessories are issued. Each item then becomes 

your personal responsibility. IF YOU LOSE IT, STAIN IT, TEAR IT, OR RUIN THE ITEM IN SOMEWAY, YOU WILL 

BE REQUIRED TO PAY FOR IT. You will be advised of the cost of each item at the time of issue. The cost of replacement, 

however, will be the replacement cost that is in effect when the account is cleared. 

H. If you are worried about losing items of your uniform and having to pay for it, just follow these simple rules: 

I. DO NOT: 

1. Leave uniform items in unlocked lockers or unattended in other places at school. This includes the AFJROTC wing. 

2. Lend your uniform items, insignias, or other equipment to other cadets or persons. 

3. Permit another cadet to turn-in your uniform or equipment items. 

4. Carry the flight cap with your books. If not being worn, tuck it under your belt. 

5. Place your uniform in the care of others. 

J. DO: 

1. Place your name on each uniform item with suitable clothes tape or indelible ink. If using ink, be sure that bleed-though 

will not occur (put it on the hat label or on the bottom of the shirt. 

2. Be alert for uniform or equipment items left or misplaced by others. 

3. Turn-in such items to your flight representative. 

4. Turn in only cleaned and pressed uniform items on hangers. 

5. Eat carefully so as to avoid spills and stains on the uniform.  

K. To keep shoes looking great, avoid unpaved/dusty/muddy areas to and from school and on campus. 

L. Clothing items that become worn or otherwise unserviceable should be turned in to the instructors as soon as possible. If the 

unserviceable condition is due to normal wear and tear and proper use, the items will be replaced at no cost. Items of clothing 

that do not fit properly should also be exchanged, but returned professionally cleaned with the cleaners tag attached. Once 

more, if the item is lost, stained or torn, it must be paid for to get a replacement. 

M. When turning in or exchanging uniform items or equipment, only deal with the instructors. Make sure your clothing issue 

form is updated! 

N. Cadets must have their uniforms dry-cleaned throughout the year. 

O. All uniform items with the exception of the shirt, must be professionally dry-cleaned (home dry-cleaning products will cause 

discoloration). 
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P. Shirts may be laundered/pressed with light or no starch. 

Q. DO NOT wash the pants any other part of the uniform, except the shirt. Each year someone tries to wash the uniform pants. 

This will ruin them (we can tell) and the cadet must purchase new pants. 

R. NOTE: ALL UNIFORM ITEMS (including flight cap, tie, tab, coat, jacket, shirts, pants, skirt etc.) MUST BE RETURNED 

OR PAID FOR. 

S. If there are discrepancies in the cadet’s clothing or equipment account, the cadet will be placed on the SCHOOL 

DELINQUENT ACCOUNT LIST: 

1. Class credit WILL NOT be awarded, transcripts WILL NOT be issued. 

2. AFJROTC certificates WILL NOT be issued until this list is cleared. 

3. Will be placed on the school Obligation List and may be prevented from graduating. 
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USAF Enlisted Rank Insignias 

 
 

USAF OFFICER RANK INSIGNIAS 
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Windsor Tie 

1 2 

3 4 

Begin with the 
wide end 
about one foot 
below the nar-
row end.  
Cross it over 
the narrow 
end, bringing it 
back under-
neath.  

Pass the wide 
end through 
the knot, tight-
ening it slowly 
as you draw it 
up to the col-
lar. 

Wrap the wide 
end around 
the front  of 
the knot (right 
to left) and 
bring it up 
through the 
center.  

Loop the wide 
end over the 
neckband  and 
to the right.  

 

 
 

How to Tie a Tie  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SALUTING/PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE/NATIONAL ANTHEM RULES 

 

1. SALUTING 

The salute is a courteous exchange of military greeting the world over. Military personnel consider the salute a courteous and 

respectful greeting between members and it is one of the oldest traditions binding military professionals together. You will be 

taught the proper manner of saluting and the rules, which govern its use among the military services. Normally, only 

commissioned officers are saluted by those of lesser rank, however, in order to give you the opportunity to learn and practice 

saluting, there are special rules at Byron P. Steele II High School governing the salute and saluting areas, which you must know 

and follow. 

A. When outdoors and in uniform saluting is always appropriate. Remember, if you are initiating the salute, you must hold it 

until the person being saluted returns it. 

B. The salute is initiated by enlisted cadets when: 

1. Passing any commissioned officer of the Armed Services 

2. Passing the SASI or ASI  

3. Greeting cadet officers 

C. The salute is initiated by cadet officers, when greeting any: 

1. Commissioned officer of the Armed Services 

2. SASI or ASI 

3. Cadet officers senior in rank 

D. Saluting at Byron P. Steele II High School is always required when outdoors and in uniform; except in the designated “no 

hat” areas. Saluting on military installations during field trips is always required while outdoors and in uniform. 

E. The salute is rendered in-doors only when cadets are reporting to cadet officers or the SASI or ASI. The proper sequence of 

reporting includes coming to the position of attention, rendering the salute, and making appropriate statements such as “Sir, 

Cadet Smith reports as ordered”, or “Ma’am, Cadet Smith requests a conference.” The cadet holds the salute until it is 

returned or otherwise acknowledged. After the subject of the reporting is complete, the cadet comes to attention and salutes 

and leaves after the salute is returned.  

F. A salute is never given or returned while running. The cadet will come to a quick time (to a walk) and render the salute when 

approximately five paces from the officer. The cadet should render the salute in time for the senior member to return it. If 

carrying articles in both hands, verbal greetings should be exchanged 

G. Cadets not in uniform may salute as if they were in uniform. 

H. Cadet Officers and Noncommissioned Officers must correct saluting errors in a courteous and helpful manner. All cadets are 

expected to accept such corrections graciously. 

2. THE UNITED STATES FLAG: 

A. If a cadet in uniform observes the American Flag being raised or lowered from any flagstaff, he or she will assume the 

position of attention, render the salute and hold it until the flag has reached the summit or base of the flagstaff. 

B. If the cadet is in civilian clothes, he or she will assume the position of attention and place the right hand over the heart. If a 

cadet is in civilian attire and is wearing headgear, he or she will remove it and hold the headgear to his or her left shoulder so 

that the right hand is over the heart. 

3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG: 

A. If the Pledge of Allegiance is recited INDOORS and a cadet is in uniform, the cadet should stand atattention, remain silent, 

and face the flag. If most of those present are in civilian attire, however, the cadet may exercise the option of joining with 

others in reciting the pledge. 

B. If the Pledge of Allegiance is recited OUTDOORS and a cadet is in uniform, the cadet should stand atattention, remain silent, 

face the flag, and render a salute until the pledge is over. 

C. If the Pledge of Allegiance is recited EITHER indoors or outdoors and a cadet is NOT in uniform, thecadet should stand at 

attention, face the flag, and recite the pledge. The right hand is placed over the heart during recitation, and males will hold 

hats, if worn, as prescribed in paragraph 7. 
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4. NATIONAL ANTHEM: 

A. If the National Anthem is being played, and a cadet is in uniform and is INDOORS, the cadet shouldface the flag, stand at 

attention, and not salute. If the flag is not present, face the music, and do not salute. 

B. If the National Anthem is being played, and a cadet is in uniform and is OUTDOORS, the cadet should stand at attention, 

face the flag, if visible, or face the sound of the music if it is not visible, and salute. If no flag is visible and the music is 

recorded and coming from speakers, the cadet should simply face straight ahead and salute. 

C. If the National Anthem is being played, and a cadet is not in uniform, and the cadet is EITHER in oroutdoors, the cadet 

should stand at attention, face the flag, and place the right hand over the heart (men will also hold the hat as described in 

paragraph 7)  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

HOMEWORK and MAKE-UP WORK FOR SCHOOL ABSENCE 

 

1.    AFJROTC classes are no different than other high school classes when it comes to assignments--you are expected to complete the 

lllllllassignments and turn them in on time.  

A. You will normally be given time in class to finish assignments and they will usually not be taken up for at least two days, 

allowing you plenty of time to finish.  

 

B. The majority of the work will be short reading assignments, and filling in workbook questions or end of chapter questions as 

you read. It is your responsibility to turn in your assignments when they are due. 

C. Assignments not turned in on time are listed in Grade Speed as missing, which is counted as a grade of zero unless there are 

extenuating circumstances approved by the instructor. 

2. Your homework also includes getting ready for your AFJROTC class each day. 

 

A. Always bring the appropriate book/workbook and pencils/paper to class with you. If you do not come prepared for class, you 

will not be able to do the assignments and your grade for the assignment will reflect your efforts. 

B. Always wear shoes appropriate for marching as you will likely march at least some each day. Proper shoes are those with full 

coverage of the heel and toes, with normal soles. Most tennis and athletic shoes or leather shoes are appropriate. Sandals, 

flip-flops, high heeled shoes, and shoes with stacked soles or other fad styles are not, as injuries are likely to occur when 

pivoting and turning. Wearing of improper shoes may lower your daily grade. Repeated offenses may result in removal from 

AFJROTC. 

C.  Assemble your required uniform or pack your PT clothes the night before so you don’t forget anything the next morning. 

Remember hygiene items for the wellness program. 

3. Homework make-up is the sole responsibility of each student, not the instructor. This is school policy. If you have been absent, 

you are expected to ask EACH instructor what you missed and the assignment, the day you return at the beginning of class. You 

will normally make up the work (for the applicable instructor) within two days after return from the absence. FOLLOW 

SCHOOL RULES. The number of school days you were absent is the number of days that you will have to make up your work. If 

you are not sure whether something was missed, ASK. 

4. PARENTS AND CADETS TAKE NOTE: The AFJROTC uniform MUST be worn “once per week” as assigned by the SASI.  If 

you are absent on a day which uniforms are to be worn(normally every Wednesday) you MUST MAKE IT UP on the FIRST 

DAY YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL of that week, Thursday or Friday.  If you know you will be absent on Wednesday – Friday, 

you may wear the uniform on Monday or Tuesday for a grade.  If you did not plan to be absent and you were out Wednesday – 

Friday, your grade will be exempted for that uniform wear period. Wear your uniform, ask to be inspected and wear it all day. If 

the cadet did not wear their uniform/PT uniform as required and was not absent, the cadet is only allowed to make up that grade 

during that week. If you have worn your uniform on the designated day and you must leave school prior to your AFJROTC class, 

stop by the AFJROTC office and an instructor will grade your uniform wear.   

5. Grades for ALL MISSING WORK are scored by GradeBook as ZEROS until you complete the work. If you fail to meet the 

deadline for the makeup/late work, the grade WILL REMAIN A ZERO. 

***Current SCUCISD homework and make-up policy takes precedent over what is in this chapter*** 
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CHAPTER NINE 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS (LDR) and 

OTHER AFJROTC ACTIVITIES 

 

LDR:  

Activities, such as those presented below, add interest and prestige to the cadet corps. Cadets are strongly encouraged to 

participate in at least one of them. Participation in these activities is contingent on academic eligibility. This means cadets must 

achieve and maintain passing grades in all their courses during each grading period to participate. 

 

1. HONOR GUARD:  

This consists of two elite units, which practice regularly: Color Guard and Saber Guard. 

 

2. COLOR GUARD:  

This elite group has the honor of presenting and posting the national, state and school colors at important school and community 

activities. Members may participate in local and statewide competitions. Distinctive uniform items are worn (helmets/berets, 

pistol cords, shoulder cords, ascots, etc.). However, considerable effort is required to become a member of this elite group. The 

honor, however, more than compensates for the effort required. 

 

3. SABER GUARD:  

This elite group has the honor of performing at special events such as Homecoming, Awards Night, the Military Ball and other 

special occasions, by learning how to perform a “saber arch” in front of large audiences. Demonstrations are also conducted at 

local schools. Participation in state saber competitions is usually in the “unarmed” team competition category. Distinctive uniform 

elements are worn. 

 

4. DRILL TEAMS:  

Much effort is required in this activity. Here you will take the skills you have learned in normal classroom drill and ceremonies to 

a new level of expertise and precision. Drill teams compete statewide, so this will involve travel overnight to some locations. To 

be a drill team member requires before and after school practice, learning the manual of arms, extreme concentration, complete 

compliance with the drill team commander’s commands, extra care of the uniform and the desire for public competition. 

 

5. MARKSMANSHIP TEAM: 

Marksmanship team is an extremely elite team dedicated to perfecting their skills in marksmanship. Each member must first 

attend the provided Safety class and pass the AFJROTC Rifle Safety test. Members are required to be some of the most mature 

and trustworthy cadets in the unit. Marksmanship is also one of the easiest teams to be removed from, in order to preserve the 

respectable nature of the team. Only the best cadets will remain. 

 

6. ORIENTEERING TEAM: 

The Orienteering Team receives land navigation training utilizing topographic maps and compass and competes in all-service 

JROTC Orienteering Meets. Orienteering will prepare cadets for emergency situations as well as giving them a sense of 

independence in unusual terrain. 

 

7. ACADEMIC TEAM: 

Academic team is a highly selective team composed of the seven highest academically ranked cadets in the corps. These students 

will be selected and invited onto the team by the SASI. They are expected to study five subjects (English, Math, Science, Military 

studies, and Current Events) and compete in global academic competitions throughout the school year. 
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8. SPIRIT TEAM:  

This elite group has the honor of presenting the school spirit flags during all home and away football games and any other school 

activity as required (Home games will consist of 14 cadets for pushups, and 7 cadets for flags, plus 4 color guard and 3 detail 

members, For away games there will be 5 cadets for pushups, 7 cadets for flags). Members will assist the varsity cheerleaders by 

doing push-ups for each point scored, performing escort duties during away games and any other duties required by the instructor. 

The uniform will consist of the black spirit team shirt, white undershirt, black spirit team sweats, PT shorts under sweats and 

black spirit team jacket for cold games. 

A. The schedule is as required by the athletic office. 

B. Each cadet will be assigned a uniform by an instructor the day of the game. At pep rally’s there will be a maximum of 7 

push-up team and 7 flag team cadets. The flag team will run on the outside of the basketball court until all the football players 

have been seated, then the flags will exit off the court. The push team will do whatever pushup routine that is decided before 

the pep rally. At the game there will be 7 push team members on each side, 3 from each side will help set up and take down 

the helmet at the beginning of the game and at half time. At every touchdown and field goal, the push team will execute as 

many pushups as the score made by our team has and the flag team will run from one end of the track and back. At the end of 

the game the spirit team will pack up the flags and help out anyone who needs help packing up. Once the spirit team returns 

to the AFJROTC room the uniforms will be returned to an instructor. 

 

9. AWARENESS PRESENTATION TEAM (APT):  

Members of this team participate in school and community anti-drug awareness programs as well as community outreach efforts. 

Members give drug/alcohol awareness presentations to grade school students as well as presentations on any other topic of 

interest to from grade school principals. Cadets who meet qualifications established by AFJROTC are eligible to wear the APT 

badge. These presentations are usually done during school hours. A few projects may be done after school or on weekends such as 

Special Olympics, etc. 

 

10. KITTY HAWK AIR SOCIETY(KHAS):  

Members of this group apply and are interviewed based on academic excellence and service given. This organization serves as an 

honor society within the cadet corps and conducts service and tutoring programs. 

 

11. PHYSICAL TRAINING (PT) Team: 

PT team is a team dedicated to ensuring the physical fitness of AFJROTC cadets. They train throughout the year in multiple 

physically challenging aspects and compete in annual competitions. They also travel to local elementary schools to share the 

importance of being physically fit. 

 

12. MODEL ROCKETRY:  

Participants in this activity will learn to build and launch rockets at scheduled launches. They will give public performances at 

community and school activities and participate in city and statewide competitions.  

 

13.  DRONE: 

 

Participants will study FAA requirements for drone flight, then perform drone flights and augment cadet activities (ie, film 

practices, competitions and special events). 

 

OTHER ACTIVITIES:  

These activities support AFJROTC projects, esprit-de-corps, and camaraderie and/or allow the cadet corps to successfully 

function as a cadet run organization. They are voluntary, but are vital to having a fun and interesting program. We ask that cadets 

and their parents/ guardians support these activities as much as possible. 
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14. FORMAL SOCIAL ACTIVITIES:  

The cadet corps conducts at least two major social events in the evening, which include a Military Ball in January and Spring 

Awards Night in May, where military protocols and customs/courtesies learned in class, are observed. There will be an additional 

Awards Night in January. These are a lot of fun and are really enjoyed by the cadets. Attendance at the Awards Night Ceremonies 

is mandatory and there will be no cost to the cadets for the Awards Nights as these events are paid for with our fund-raisers. 

However, Military Ball attendance is optional and because of the limited funds available from fund-raisers, a nominal fee will be 

required for the Military Ball. Participation is expected unless parents/guardians object. 

15. LOCAL FIELD TRIPS: 

These trips are considered an important part of the Aerospace Science Course and provide cadets a “hands on” look at subjects we 

are studying. These trips are usually done during the school day and must have the approval of the other teachers if class time 

outside of the AFJROTC class will be missed. Examples include trips to local military bases, local colleges, etc. 

 

16. ATHLETICS:  

Time and interest permitting, the cadet corps will have an intramural sports program which supports our personal wellness 

program. Flights will compete against each other in various sports. These competitions will usually be conducted once a week 

before or after school. Cadets are also given the opportunity to earn a physical fitness ribbon by meeting the Extreme Wellness 

requirements (push-ups, sit-ups, V-sit stretch, planks and a mile run). As a minimum, this test will be given at the beginning and 

the end of the school year. 

 

17. COMMUNITY SERVICE/SCHOOL SERVICE/CHARITIES:  

Service before self is one of the corp values we teach and encourage to build better citizens. These activities are AFJROTC 

sponsored activities. Among the many activities during the year, cadets can expect to collect canned/dry food each year to give to 

worthwhile charities or needy families in our community through the food bank or Thanksgiving/Christmas Day Baskets. Other 

activities include supporting the Special Olympics, Highland Games, Relay for Life and many others. Cadets visit our elderly and 

veteran’s homes, VA Hospital and many school related service projects. The greater the number of cadets who support these 

activities, the greater the likelihood of their success. These activities occur during and after school hours and weekends. 

 

18. FUNDRAISING:  

Two fund major raising activities are conducted during the year to support curricular, cocurricular and many other cadet functions 

and projects. We follow all school district guidelines (one each semester). These are completely voluntary and have no impact on 

a cadet’s grade. We only ask for the best efforts of all our cadets to help us keep a dynamic and fun program. 

 

19. OUT-OF-TOWN FIELD TRIPS:  

We may conduct a few field trips to locations outside the local area each year. These trips are voluntary and part of the cost must 

be paid for by the cadets. Parent/guardian supervision is usually needed on a ratio of about one chaperone to ten cadets. Potential 

chaperones must have a new application on file with the District Office each year. The SASI will choose cadets to go on these 

trips according to their year in the program, the cadet’s performance and attitude in AFJROTC, and the relation of the activity to 

the AFJROTC curriculum. All teachers must approve the cadet going if school will be missed. Any costs and schedules will be 

published well in advance. Parent permission slips will be used for each trip. Money collected for tickets, bus fare, etc. cannot be 

refunded once the funds are obligated. 

 

20. FLAG CEREMONIES, LOCAL PARADES, CIVIC CERMONIES, HIGHWAY CLEAN-UPS, etc.:  

There are many functions and projects that AFJROTC TX-20064 supports. These are a great way to show off the cadets in the 

community and a lot of fun as well. We ask for volunteers for these events and ask parents/guardians to come out and show their 

support. While participation in most of these activities is voluntary, there are four events during the school year that are a 

mandatory, graded activity. 

NOTE: As a cadet, if you volunteer for one of the voluntary activities you are obligated to participate and show up on time in the 

required uniform. The unit is now counting on you and the opportunity may have denied to others. Unexcused failures to do so 

will be considered a display of poor attitude and may be cause of dismissal. 
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21. PRE AND POST ACTION REPORTS:  

Many of the above projects and activities will be led by a cadet charged with the responsibility of planning and conducting the 

event as part of our leadership training. Once appointed, the cadet must turn in a pre-action planning report within three school 

days and then a post-action report within three school days of the end of the event. These reports require a minimum of: 

A. A cover page with the cadet in charge’s name on it, along with the date and name of the activity. 

B. A summary of what will be required to conduct the project/event, who, what, when, etc. and a list of anticipated expenses. 

C. A checklist detailing everything that had to be done in order to accomplish the activity. 

D. A list of problems/solutions that you had while planning, coordinating and carrying out the activity. 

E. A list of participants along with recommendations for awards. 

F. Recommendations for next year 

22. REQUIREMENTS FOR EARNING AND KEEPING TEAM CORDS: 

 

A. To earn a cord for a team the cadet must have demonstrated an adequate level of mastery of the necessary team skills. 

 

ALL CORDS AND BERETS MUST BE TURNED IN AT THE END OF THE YEAR 
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CHAPTER TEN 

PROMOTION AND DEMOTION OF CADETS 

 

1. The quest for temporary promotion provides constant challenge and motivation to members of the active Air Force as well as 

members of the AFJROTC program. The challenge and motivation are appropriate since the change of insignia that accompanies 

a temporary promotion reflects visible evidence of progression and standing among one’s peers. The insignia is also evidence of 

growing maturity, the ability and willingness to accept additional responsibility, and a demonstrated growth in leadership. 

2. The TX-20064 AFJROTC Group Promotion System is patterned after that used by the active Air Force and conforms to guidance 

provided by Headquarters AFJROTC. 

3. There are two types of grades a cadet may hold, and in many instances both may be held at the same time. 

A. PERMANENT GRADE: Permanent grades (rank) and all permanent promotions are dependent upon continuous 

satisfactory service and increase one grade each year. The permanent grades authorized to each Aerospace Science year are 

as follows: 

1. AS I: Cadet Airman 

2. AS-II: Cadet Airman First Class 

3. AS-III: Cadet Senior Airman 

4. AS-IV: Cadet Staff Sergeant. 

These grades will be permanently assigned after the completion of each AS-year. Cadets will have the opportunity to 

promote one rank at the end of each semester, but the success of achieving this rank is not guaranteed.  The insignia to be 

worn will be that of the cadet’s permanent grade unless he or she has been awarded a higher temporary grade. 

In order to attempt to obtain a higher rank, cadets will meet a promotion board in the uniform specified and must be prepared 

to answer questions posed by the Board members. Cadets will be evaluated on uniform wear, ability to answer questions, 

military bearing. It is the cadet’s responsibility to check the bulletin boards to see the time and date of their board. Make up 

boards will only be scheduled for those with valid excuses not for failure to show.  Missing a board or not taking the 

promotion test means no promotion. 

B. TEMPORARY GRADE: Officer Ranks is initially based on the position (job) the cadet is assigned within the corps. 

Temporary promotion is not automatic, but instead depends on the performance of the cadet. All cadets with temporary 

grades have the opportunity for qualification and selection to a higher temporary grade. Temporary grades are awarded only 

when they are higher than permanent grade. A cadet who has both a temporary and a permanent grade, therefore, will always 

wear the temporary grade since it will always be the higher of the two.  Promotion to a higher temporary grade will be 

considered at periodic intervals by the SASI/ASI and will be based on recommendations by the appropriate cadet supervisors. 

Spot promotions for exceptional performance, may be awarded by the instructors. If you want to get promoted, do your job 

well! 

4. Cadets will usually not hold a grade higher than that authorized for their position. Exceptions may be made by the SASI for AS-

III or IV cadets assigned to special functions or advisory positions where their particular talents can be used to benefit the group. 

5. A system of rotation is employed to give the maximum number of cadets an opportunity to perform in a leadership role. Normal 

rotation to lateral or lower positions is not demotion—it is necessary for cadets to be exposed to the wide variety of cadet jobs, so 

they may learn the skills needed to perform several. All cadet positions are subject to rotation after each semester, or earlier as 

determined by the SASI/ASI. Most staff rotations normally occur at the beginning of each semester. However, some cadets in key 

positions may retain their position most of the school year. 

6. The SASI will select the Cadet Corps Commander and Deputy-Commander. They, in turn, will nominate cadets to other corps 

leadership positions for approval by the SASI. All cadet appointments/promotion actions approved by the SASI will be 

announced in a special order published by the personnel officer. 

7. DEMOTION: Demotion is intended to correct a serious deficiency; it is not a punishment. Demotion occurs when a cadet’s 

grade is lowered because of failing grades, failure to respond to corrective counseling, or other serious deficiencies in the cadet’s 

job performance. In more serious cases, the cadet may be asked to leave the corps. Examples include, but are not limited to: 

A. A cadet officer or NCO displays a poor attitude and fails to lead by example. 

B. A cadet officer or NCO is a disciplinary problem at school. 

C. A cadet officer or NCO fails to do their assigned corps job or does it very poorly. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

CADET PERSONNEL BOARD 

 

1. The Cadet Personnel Board is responsible for making recommendations concerning cadet promotions, demotions, and other 

personnel actions which affect the morale of the corps. The Corps Commander shall decide when a board is needed and convene 

it. 

2. The Cadet Personnel Board will be made up of a president, members, and a recorder (also a member), and will be formed as 

follows: 

A. President - Corps Commander or representative designated by Corps Commander 

B. Recorder - Personnel Officer or board member designated in the special order 

C. Members - Appointed by Corps Commander—may include Squadron Commanders, Staff Officers, and senior NCO’s 

depending on the board purpose 

3. An agenda for the board should be created by the Personnel Officer and approved by the Corps Commander before the board is 

convened. The Personnel Officer will provide the Board any data needed on each cadet from the personnel records. 

4. The board will be convened by the publication of a special order stating the date, time, and place the board will be held as well as 

the cadets responsible for meeting the board. 

5. If any cadets are required to come before the board, they will report as specified to the president in a military manner, at the time 

and place announced in the special order. If uniforms are required, the order will state the uniform specified by the president. 

6. The recorder will submit board findings and recommendations in writing to the ASI. After review, the ASI will add his comments 

and forward it to the SASI for final approval. 

7. The ASI may sit with the board and act as advisor on procedural matters. He normally will not enter into the deliberations. 

8. Findings and recommendations of the board will be published in a special order and become a part of the cadet personnel records 

after final approval by the SASI. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

ORGANIZATION OF THE TX-20064 AFJROTC GROUP 

 

1.     The following chart reflects the Texas 20064 Cadet Group Organization. Organizational charts break the functions of the 

____organization down to specialized tasks. The responsibilities associated with each task are found in the corresponding job 

____descriptions in another chapter of this guide. Each cadet should become familiar with all of the job descriptions, in order to gain a 

____more complete understanding of those jobs as they relate to the total cadet group. 

2.     The organizational chart reflects a CHAIN OF COMMAND by a solid line connecting the functions or positions. Information, 

____guidance, and decisions flow up and down the chain of command in the form of oral or written communications. Information and 

____recommendations, which are used by cadet leaders in decision making, flow up the chain of command. Information flow and 

____coordination between lateral functions are also necessary for efficient staff planning and action. Unless there is a free 

____communications flow throughout the organization, the group will quickly become ineffective. Our organizational chart follows 

____this chapter. 

Note: Cadets should raise any AFJROTC issues or concerns through the chain of command to let cadet supervisors have a chance 

to work the problem; however, all cadets may come to directly to the ASI or SASI with any concerns of an immediate or personal 

nature or those they aren’t comfortable discussing with fellow cadets. 

3.    Authorized leadership positions are shown in the Unit Detail Listing (UDL), found in another chapter. 

4.   Cadets must learn the duties and responsibilities of their assigned positions and should learn as much as they can about the other 

___positions. 

5.   Important functions of this hierarchy, including those above and below other cadets, are the supervision of subordinates,    

recommendations for awards, promotion, demotion, and counseling, communication, and delegation of tasks. All these are 

important items all cadets should know. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

UNIT DETAIL LISTING (UDL) 

 

NOTE: WHENEVER TWO OR MORE GRADES ARE SHOWN, THE LOWER GRADE IS THEBEGINNING 

AUTHORIZED GRADE. THIS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO OFFER OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION. THE 

AEROSPACE SCIENCE YEAR IS BASED ON THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR (i.e. 2015/16) AND NOT THE COURSE 

CREDIT. 

 

FUNCTION  POSITION    AS YEAR  GRADE  NUMBER AUTHORZED 

COMMAND  Corps    AS-4   C/ Lt Col    1 

Commander 

(CC) 

Corps vice   AS-3/4   C/Maj     1 

Commander 

(CV) 

Executive Officer  AS-3/4  C/Capt    1 

(XO) 

 

Support Staff  Officer    AS-3/4  C/Capt    6 

C/1st Lt 

C/2ndLt 

 

NCOIC    AS-3/4    C/MSgt     10 

C/TSgt 

AS-2   C/SSgt 

AS-1   C/Sr Amn 

 

Squadron  Commander   AS-3/4  C/Lt Col    3 

(Sq CC)      C/Maj 

C/Capt 

 

Deputy CC  AS-2/3  C/Capt    3 

 

Flight   Commander   AS-4  C/Capt    10 

(Flt CC)   AS-3  C/1st Lt 

AS-1/2   C/2nd Lt 

Sergeant   AS-3/4   C/TSgt     8 

(Flt Sgt)   AS-2   C/SSgt 

AS-1   C/Sr Amn 

Guide    AS3/4   C/SSgt 8 

(Flt Gd)      C/Sr Amn 

AS-1/2   C/A1C 

Element 

Leader (EL)   AS-4   C/SSgt 32 

C/Sr Amn 

C/A1C 

 

Positions are authorized based on total cadet population of the unit as stated in AFJROTCI 36-2001. Below are the officer and NCO 

authorizations for our cadet group 
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OFFICER 
RANK       NUMBER AUTHORIZED 

Cadet Colonel       2 

Cadet Lieutenant Colonel     4 

Cadet Major             6 

Cadet Captain      8 

Cadet 1st Lieutenant     10 

Cadet 2nd Lieutenant     16 

 

TOTAL OFFICERS AUTHORIZED*************** 46 

 

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER 

RANK      NUMBER AUTHORIZED 

Cadet Chief Master Sergeant      2 

Cadet Senior Master Sergeant     8 

Cadet Master Sergeant     16 

Cadet Technical Sergeant                X 

Cadet Staff Sergeant       X 

Cadet Senior Airman       X 

Cadet Airman 1st Class/Airman     X 

 

TOTAL ENLISTED AUTHORIZED**************XXX 

*X indicates that there is no limit to the authorized number of cadets assigned this rank 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. As with the active USAF, responsibilities and duties increase with grade and rank. Each cadet is expected to prepare for assuming 

additional responsibility in order to assume the duties of higher positions. The following position descriptions outline the major duties 

of each leadership position on the Unit Detail Listing. However, it is impossible to list all the duties of each position that may be 

required to be successful. You must use your judgment to do what is needed to get the job done. 

 

2. Throughout your experience on the cadet staff, you will be looked upon to provide leadership training to others in the corps. In each 

of these positions you must learn to work together with your fellow staff members, train and motivate your subordinates, and above 

all, lead by example at all times. 

 

3. Position descriptions are listed in the following paragraphs: 

 

A. Cadet Corps Commander (CC) is responsible for: 

1. Command and control of the group, using staff and subordinate commanders. 

2. Appearance, discipline, and status of training in the unit. 

3. Assisting the instructors in conducting leadership training. 

4. Establishing corps goals, projects and target dates. 

5. Inspecting and evaluating officer performance. 

6. Convening and chairing staff meetings every two weeks. 

7. Keeping the Cadet Corps Briefing updated and ready to present (see Historian). 

8. Conducting management training for the senior staff. 

9. Reporting directly to the ASI/SASI concerning leadership and disciplinary actions that affect the staff. 

10. Administering all group activities. 

 

B. Cadet Deputy Corps Commander (CV) is responsible for: 

1. Assuming command of the corps in the absence of the commander. 

2. Keeping the commander informed on the status of the unit, and ensuring suspense’s are 

established, tracked and met. 

3. Directly responsible to the commander for conducting: 

4. Staff compliance with all goals and standards. 

5. Corps awards and recognition programs. 

6. Administering the Corps Counseling Program. 

7. Conducting training programs for the staff as needed. 

8. Supervising the Public Affairs function and the project officers of major corps 

projects such as the Military Ball and Dining Out. 

4. All other duties deemed necessary by the cadet corps commander. 

5. Maintaining the Corps Calendar, ensuring it is current and posted on the classroom bulletin 

board for the current month + the next month. Review the next week’s calendar at the 

staff meeting. 

6. That an ATP team is formed and that it conducts at least one project per block at a middle or 

elementary school. 

7. Performing special actions as directed by the Corps Commander. 

 

C. Senior Enlisted Advisor (SEA) responsible for: 

1.   Establishing and conducting training programs for NCO’s and airmen—work with the ASI to 

determine what these need to be. 

2.   Advising the commander on all matters that effect enlisted members of the unit. 

3.   Acting as the liaison between the cadet officers and the enlisted force (to surface concerns, 

issues, etc.) 

4.   Monitoring the morale, appearance and overall attitude of the corps. 

5.   Monitoring the timely submissions of enlisted performance reports and explaining the 

purpose of these reports to all enlisted members. 

6.    Assuring enlisted performance reports are filled out properly 

7.   Holding an introductory meeting with all NCOs each block to set expectations and to establish a schedule of NCO 

meetings to surface issues and conduct training. 
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D. Corps Executive Officer (XO) is responsible for: 

1.   Obtaining the proposed staff meeting agenda from the Cadet Group Commander and 

providing a copy to the ASI and SASI at least 3 school days in advance. 

2.   Once approved by the ASI or SASI, posting the agenda on the main bulletin board with all 

required attendees listed. 

3.   Setting up the room for the staff meeting each week. 

4.   Attending all staff meetings (take notes, action items, etc.) and posting meeting minutes 

the next school day on the main hallway bulletin board and in the classrooms. 

5.   Reading minutes of the prior staff meeting at each staff meeting. 

6.   Assuring all action items are addressed at each staff meeting. 

 

E. Special Assistant to the Senior Instructor (SASI) is responsible for: 

1.   Works directly for and performs duties as directed by the Senior Aerospace Science Instructor 

(SASI). 

 

F. Inspector General (IG) is responsible for: 

1.  Inspecting staff agencies and Group functions as required. 

2.  Coordinates any complaint that may arise from cadets. 

3.  Insuring the AFJROTC TX-20064 cadet staff follows pertinent regulations and policies. 

4.  Constant updating of the cadet guide. 

 

G. Comptroller (Financial Management Officer--FM) is responsible for: 

1.  Maintaining and posting a weekly balance sheet on the cadet activity fund. 

2.  Accounting and record management of all unit funds. 

3.  Preparing a written report monthly to the ASI and SASI showing beginning balances in all 

accounts, all deductions to date and a current balance. 

4.  Requiring estimates from all cadet staff members to operate for the year and preparing budget 

based on the estimates no later than one month into the school year. 

5.  Supporting the ASI in all the planning, execution, and closeout of all fundraising activities. 

 

H. Public Affairs Officer (PAO) is responsible for: 

1.  Coordinating and establishing programs designed to publicize the activities of the corps. This 

will include at least one story and pictures per month sent to the school newspaper and 

district PA for local newspaper publication. This will also include publicizing all corps 

events in the ROTC hall (posters/banners etc.) to encourage participation. 

2.  Reporting directly to the Corps Commander concerning public affairs. 

3.  Reporting to the squadron commander concerning discipline and morale. 

4.  Liaison to the school yearbook staff in the construction of the JROTC yearbook pages. 

5.  Working with the school newspaper and annual staff to assure ROTC coverage. 

6.  Taking or arranging for photos or videos to document corps activities. 

7.  Briefing the staff meeting each week on public affairs activities and projects.  
8. Addressing the AFJROTC public on the Corps Commander’s intents for the week to come 

 

I. Publicity Officer/NCO is responsible for: 

1.  Obtaining media coverage of corps activities and events in as many ways as possible to help 

emphasis the positive role of AFJROTC to the school and community. 

2.  Meeting with the SCUCISD Public Information official and find out formats and other detail 

needed to supply articles/pictures to local media—brief these to your staff. 

3.  Contact the school newspaper for requirements/deadlines to get articles published. 

4.  Submit at least one article w/pictures to the school newspaper for use in every edition. 

5.  Invite the school newspaper reporters to cover major AFJROTC events. 

 6.  Assist recruiting by developing recruiting brochures/flyers/posters. 

7.  Work with project officers of upcoming events to make posters to encourage cadet 

participation. 

 

J. Historian Officer/NCO is responsible for:        

1.  Documenting the history of AFJROTC unit TX-20064 in an annual scrapbook or video/CD 

record of AFJROTC events. The history must be recorded in pictures with captions and other 

materials (news articles, videos etc.) kept in a file with the appropriate school year annotated. 
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2.  Work with the publicity staff and the school newspaper to assure all events are covered in the 

scrapbook/record. 

3.  Keeping the Cadet Corps Briefing updated and ready to be presented. The cadet corps 

commander/vice commander will review and update the briefing during each block. 

4.  Producing a video/CD which can be shown at events such as the Military Ball/Dining Out, set 

to music for the enjoyment of the participants. The SASI must approve prior to showing. 

5.  Other tasks the public affairs officer may assign. 

 

K. Recruiting Officer is responsible for: 

1.  Planning, organizing, and conducting a recruiting program for qualified/motivated students 

 from Steele High School and Dobie Junior High School. 

2.  Coordinating recruiting activities within the corps. 

3.  Being knowledgeable of the opportunities presented in the AFJROTC program (such as 

scholarships, higher pay grades after enlistment etc) 

4.  Implementing procedures needed to earn a recruiting ribbon. 

5.  Maintaining a supply of all recruiting materials. 

6.  Establishing a briefing team for recruiting at school events, junior high schools and all feeder 

schools; preparing recruiting displays and coordinating demonstration teams for these events. 

7.  Preparing and conducting surveys of cadets to find out why they joined AFJROTC. 

8.  Assisting in the mailing of recruiting letters to eighth grade students each year. 

 

L. Competitive Teams Officer/NCO is responsible for: 

1.  Assuring the establishment and training of a color guard and saber guard to support 

corps, school and community events. 

2.  Assuring the establishment and training of Drill Teams and PT teams. 

3.  Assuring the establishment and training of the Special Activities program. 

4.  Assuring these teams practice regularly and are well informed of events they will support. 

5. Assures these teams are kept informed of all corps activities; plans and supervises those which 

require team participation, demonstration or competition. 

6. Planning and coordinating each event the teams will perform in, establishing show times/ 

locations, assuring all equipment is pre-positioned and has alternates on call. 

7. Attending all evening and weekend events to supervise the team’s performance. 

8. Collecting and securing all equipment after the performance. 

9. Establishing a corps-training to ensure members are trained on Flag Ceremonies. 

10. Ensuring the daily flag details are properly trained. 

11. Working closely with the SASI and ASI to schedule team events. 

12. Acting as the overall supervisor for maintaining good order and discipline on drill team trips. 

 

M. Drill Team/PT Team Commanders are responsible for: 

1. The morale, welfare, and discipline of their team. 

2. The training of their team for competition. 

3. Identifying equipment/uniform needs of their team. 

4. Supervision of their team’s behavior at all times. 

 

N. Color Guard (CG) NCO is responsible for: 

1. Recruiting and training a color guard team to perform at corps, school, and community 

events. 

2. Working with the Competitive Teams Officer to plan and conduct all events. 

3. Conducting regular practice sessions to assure the team is ready. 

4. Training and preparing the team for competitive competitions 

5. Supervision of their team’s behavior at all times. 

 

O. Saber Guard NCO is responsible for: 

1. Recruiting & training saber guard team to perform at corps, school, & community events.  

2. Conducting regular practice sessions to assure the team is ready. 

3. Working with the Honor Guard Commander to plan and conduct all events. 

4. All duties as assigned by the Honor Guard Commander. 
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P. Special Assistance officer (SA) Officer is responsible for: 

1 Assisting the corps commander with tasks that aren’t under any squadrons area operations 

2. Assisting squadron, flight and team commanders with special tasks when assigned by corps commander 

3. Carrying out special duties that are uncommon  

 

Q. Awareness Presentation Team (APT) Officer is responsible for: 

1. Compiling data on various colleges and academies for cadets to use. 

2. Establishing and administering a cadet tutoring program. 

3. Compiling academic data each grading period for the academic honor roles. 

4. Establishing an Awareness Presentation Team to include recruiting, organizing, motivating, 

training, and directing team activities. 

5. Developing and scheduling APT presentations at elementary schools (and other APT projects) 

after approval by the SASI. 

6. Safeguarding any APT equipment to assure it is maintained for future use. 

7. Administering APT records of attendance, participation at events, etc to certify member 

credit toward earning ribbons and the APT Badge. 

 

R. Major Event Project Officers are responsible for: 

1. All projects assigned by the Corps Commander/ASI/SASI. 

2. Submitting a pre-action report within one week of being assigned a project. 

3. Submitting a budget estimate for all costs of the project to the ASI (project officer is responsible for contacting vendors to 

obtain all estimates).  

4. Assembling the necessary corps members to plan and conduct the project. 

5. Reporting weekly through the Squadron Commander to the Vice Commander concerning all aspects of the project. 

6. Submitting a post-action report within one week of project completion. 

 

S. All Squadron Commanders are responsible for: 

1. Command and control of their assigned units. This is exercised through the effective use of 

their deputy commanders and subordinate staff officers. 

2. Appearance, discipline, and training of their respective units. 

3. Establishing measurable goals for their units. 

4. Ensuring written evaluation and recognition of supervised/assigned personnel. 

5. Ensuring communications flow up and down the chain of command and keeping their 

subordinates fully informed on corps business. 

6. Conducting a flight recognition program and assisting the hand out ribbons and awards. 

7. Ensuring all expenses are met. 

 

T. All Squadron Deputy Commanders are responsible for: 

1. Understanding the jobs and positions of subordinate squadron officers. 

2. Assuring training programs are established and conducted to train squadron subordinates in the technical aspects of their 

jobs. 

3. Making sure subordinate officers/offices accomplish their assigned tasks in a timely manner. 

4. Tracking squadron suspenses and reporting any problems to the squadron commander. 

5. The deputy commander is in charge of collecting all evaluations. 

6. Assisting the squadron commander as needed. 

 

U. Operations Support Squadron Commander (A Squadron) is responsible for assuring: 

1. The overall support needs of the Corps are met in Personnel and Information Management. 

2. Computers in the computer lab are functioning/are available and that a lab access system is implemented to protect these 

assets.        

3. A computer training program is conducted for cadets prior to their using corps computers. 

4. A comprehensive corps wellness program is implemented to improve the physical fitness of corps members. 

5. A comprehensive recruiting program is implemented to attract both middle school and high school students into the 

program. 

6. That an ATP team is formed and that it conducts at least one project per block at a middle or elementary school. 

7. All flight commanders and flight sergeants are properly trained to carry out their duties as needed to support personnel, 

recognition programs, and information flow within the corps. 

8. See paragraph Q above. 
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V. Personnel Officer is responsible for: 

1. Establishing and maintaining cadet records using the Cadet and Inventory Management System (CIMS.) 

2. Creating all special orders and ensuring their proper authorization. 

3. Maintaining records of Staff meetings and Personnel Boards. 

4. Maintaining point charts and ensuring all points are turned in a timely manner. 

5. Ensuring that all cadets review their file before the end of each block. 

6. Keeping a current list of all cadets with their authorized rank posted. 

7. Establishing a training program for cadets on how to use the technology lab computers for corps business. 

8.Establishing and maintain a security program for the corps and technology labs. 

9. Creating and updating a corps phone and address dictionary. 

10. Creating an agenda for each personnel board. 

11. Training of all subordinates to do the Personnel Function 

 

W. Information Management Officer (IM) is responsible for: 

1. Authentication, posting, and distribution of all special orders. 

2. Developing and maintaining the cadet distribution and filing systems. This includes the creation and upkeep of all cadet 

files and documents in cadet filing cabinets and computer file folders. 

3. Developing, reproducing and distributing all cadet forms. 

4. Proof reading, reproducing and distributing all outgoing cadet correspondence to include keeping file copies in appropriate 

folders/computer scan to file. 

5. Training all subordinates in the Information Management function. 

6. Accomplishing all duties assigned by the Personnel Officer. 

 

X. Physical Training/ Athletics Officer is responsible for: 

1. Establishing and conducting a comprehensive corps physical fitness program. 

2. Establishing weekly workout routines and exercises intended to improve the personal wellness of cadets and assuring flight 

commanders carry these out. 

3. Establishing weekly sports activities schedules to increase camaraderie and esprit de corps in each flight. 

4. Establishing training for all flight representatives (physical fitness officer--PFO) to understand exercise routines, sports 

rules, how to maintain all sports equipment, how to operate showers, and how to conduct personal wellness tests. 

5. Establishing the criteria for earning the Physical Fitness Ribbon for males and females and setting up periodic testing 

schedules. 

6. Assuring all sports equipment is serviceable, ready each week and notifying the ASI if any equipment is needed. 

7. Establishing and conducting a Corps Intramural Sports Program to include schedules for games and awards and 

recognition. 

 

Y. Logistics Squadron Commander (B Squadron) is responsible for: 

1. Assuring all unit uniforms, equipment and supply items are in inventory or are accounted for. 

2. Establishing and enforcing guidelines for controlled access to uniform and equipment areas. 

3. Assisting the instructor staff in the receipt and issue of uniform items, equipment, and supplies. These items must be totally 

accounted for at all times with an accurate count ofwhat is issued, on hand, salvage, etc. 

4. Assisting the instructor staff in maintaining supply records in accordance with AFJROTC guidelines and directives. 

5. Conducting training programs to assure the logistics staff learns and uses CIMS and other unit control procedures. 

6. See paragraph S above. 

 

Z. Logistics Officer/NCOIC is responsible for: 

1. The receipt and issue of all uniform items. 

2. Inventory control of all uniform items to include an accurate count at all times—received, issued on hand, at cleaners, in 

salvage, etc. 

3. Becoming expert in the use of the CIMS program and all requirements of management of uniforms in accordance with 

AFOATS Instructions. 

4. Recruiting and training a staff to administer the uniform program to include using CIMS. 

5. Establishing the supply room open hours and written procedures for issue/receipt of items. 

6. Keeping the uniform room neat and orderly at all times. 
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AA. Technology Support Officer/NCO (CIS) is responsible to the LSS commander for: 

1. Maintaining and updating all corps computer assets to assure their needed operation is available at all times. 

2. Conducting computer training to all cadets prior to their using corps computers. 

3. Maintaining frequent backup copies of the cadet data base, administration files, special orders, etc., to assure no 

catastrophic loss occurs. 

4. Implementing a computer lab security program to deny access to unauthorized users, to prevent unauthorized programs 

from being installed, and to assure viruses are not transferred. 

This includes maintaining and providing “safe disks” for cadet use. 

5. Inventory computer resources and submit needs to the ASI. 

6. Accomplishing all duties as assigned by the Personnel Officer. 

 

BB. Flight Commanders are responsible for: 

1. The appearance, behavior, and training of their flights during academic instruction, drill practice, athletics, in-class corps 

work time, field trips, etc. Duties should be conducted in accordance with the AFJROTC Training Guide. 

2. Leading and directing the flight in all formations. 

3. Keeping the flight informed of all school and corps announcements, all corps activities, the corps calendar, and assuring 

the handout/collection of items as needed. 

4. Maintaining the highest degree of personal military bearing and appearance at all times as you are serving as the role 

model for your flight. 

5. Collecting participation points and other inputs on flight members for ribbons, awards and recognition and turning these in 

to the squadron commander or their designated representative each week. 

6. Supervision and training of the flight sergeant, guide and element leaders. 

7. Appointing various flight representatives/alternates for logistics, personnel, info management, etc., after coordination with 

the appropriate officers. 

8. Reporting issues/problems to their Squadron Commander. 

 

CC. Flight Sergeants are responsible for: 

1. Forming the flight for Aerospace Science or Leadership Education. 

2. Preparing the flight for inspection. 

3. Taking the role and preparing the room for academic instruction/clean-up of the room at the conclusion of instruction. 

4. Maintaining a current flight roster with all addresses and phone numbers/providing changes to personnel and the 

instructors as needed. 

5. Assisting in the training of guide/element leaders/flight members. 

6. Maintaining the highest degree of personal military bearing and appearance at all times, as you must lead by example. 

7. Assisting the flight commander/acting as the flight commander when he/she is absent.   

 

DD. Flight Guidon Bearer is responsible for: 

1. Accomplishing duties of guidon bearer described in drill and ceremonies text. 

2. Retrieving, posting, and retiring flight guide as directed in class and during formations. 

3. Being completely knowledgeable of flight commander and flight sergeant duties and assisting these individuals as directed. 

Acting as the flight sergeant (if absent) or the flight commander 

(If both are absent). 

 

EE. Element Leaders are responsible for: 

1. Knowing the names and supervising the behavior of their element members. 

2. Assisting the flight commander/flight sergeant as directed. 

3. Being knowledgeable of all classroom and inspection procedures. 

4. Maintaining a high degree of personal military bearing, behavior and appearance at all times as your element members key 

off of you. 

 

FF. All NCOs are responsible for: 

1. Morale, discipline, and training of assigned department. 

2. Knowing all aspects of their job completely. 

3. Setting the example at all times. 

4. Training special assistants to perform assigned job duties. 

5. Ensuring the timely accomplishment of all assigned duties and tasks. 

6. Reporting directly to the officer in charge of the unit or to the Squadron Ops Office. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

OFFICER AND NCO STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS 

 

1. An officer is an influencer, inspirer, leader, and above all a standard of excellence. Cadet officers may have enlisted or other 

officer cadets within their command. In order to become properly qualified to lead them, a cadet officer must be able to perform 

similar skill sets required of the enlisted cadets they were chosen to inspire, train, and lead. By completing this requirement the 

cadet officer will now have a set of skills to draw from when needed, become a source of inspiration, and a mentor to those who 

are striving to acquire new skills and become stronger leaders. 

A. To become qualified to be a cadet officer you must be able to do all of the minimum skill requirements of a master sergeant. 

B. Graduate from one summer leadership school camp. 

C. You must also follow all instruction and orders given down chain of command and from higher ranking officers. This 

especially includes squadron commanders, the corps commander and SASI/ASI. Any problems addressed or orders given 

must be followed. Any additional rules not listed below will be described in other cadet material. 

D. To remain a cadet officer you must lead by example in all things. Proper wear of the uniform is critical. Lower ranking cadets 

follow your lead. If you do not wear your AFJROTC uniform or PT uniform (unexcused): 

1. First offense: A meeting with the instructors. 

2. Second offense: Loss of officer position/return to permanent rank. 

3. Third offense: Referral to Principal and counselors for removal from AFJROTC. 

E. You must: 

1. Provide leadership and perform well in your job. Poor performance will result in removal and demotion. 

2. Support and attend AFJROTC events—again you set the example: fundraisers, service projects, Military Ball, Awards 

Nights, etc. If you don’t have time to support the corps, you don’t have the desire to be or remain an officer. 

F. Major disciplinary infractions that do not result in removal from the cadet corps may result in demotion permanent rank and 

placement in new job, if any. 

2. NCO’S: An NCO is an officer in training. To become an NCO, you must successfully complete all the skill requirements of the 

particular NCO rank and, if possible, attend at least one summer leadership school. However, the rank you have as an NCO is a 

privilege and you can be demoted. As an NCO you are expected to: 

A. Wear your uniform proudly and properly. 

If you do not wear your AFJROTC uniform or PT uniform (unexcused), you may lose your rank and may eventually be asked 

to leave the cadet corps. 

B. You must actively support and attend ROTC events. 

C. Do your corps job extremely well and attend all required meetings. 

D. Lead by example in all your school classes and activities. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

AWARDS AND DECORATIONS 

 
1. A number of distinctive awards are authorized for AFJROTC cadets in order to recognize outstanding academic and leadership 

performance or for a specific display of valor. Medals, ribbons, and certificates are awarded in the following categories. 

2. SPECIAL and NATIONAL AWARDS:  

Special and National awards are presented to cadets selected by the SASI with concurrence by the principal and approved by HQ 

AFJROTC or the award sponsor. The awards are authorized by AFOATS Uniform and Awards Guide. Cadets may refer to 

eligibility criteria in the referenced regulation (in order of importance): 

3. AIR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC AWARDS:  

These awards are presented to cadets selected by the SASI and approved by the principal. The specific criteria for awarding these 

ribbons may be found in AFJROTC Uniform and Awards Guide: 

Ribbons will be presented as authorized by the AFJROTC Uniform and Awards Guide during each semester. Certain special 

awards will be presented at the end of the Fall Semester. The national awards and vast majority of the AFJROTC awards will be 

presented at the Spring Awards Night (early May). 

AFJROTC cadets are not authorized to wear ribbons/medals earned/issued from Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard 

Junior ROTC programs. Cadets will be given equivalent AFJROTC ribbons to wear in lieu of Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or 

Coast Guard Junior ROTC ribbons/medals the cadet earned while serving in sister-service JROTC program. It is up to the SASI to 

make the best determination as to what equivalent AFJROTC ribbon to issue.  

 
The Cadet Awards and Decorations Program fosters morale, esprit de corps, and recognizes achievements of AFJROTC cadets. 

Awards sponsored by national organizations are funded by the sponsoring organization and donated through local chapters where 

available. Only Awards and Decorations approved by Holm Center/JR and listed in this guide may be worn. Units may not 

create local awards for wear on the uniform. 

 

AFJROTC Awards. Cadets may only receive one National-level Award for each year they are in AFJROTC 

and not receive the same National-level award twice during their AFJROTC career (this does not apply to 

National competition awards).  

Guidelines for National-level Awards will be followed to the fullest extent possible. Deviations from established 

award criteria will not be the norm, but based on a case, by case basis. Unit must uphold the “spirit of intent” of 

an award.  
  
1. Gold Valor Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

2. Silver Valor Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

3. Cadet Humanitarian Award (Ribbon)  

4. Silver Star Community Service with Excellence Ribbon  

5. Community Service with Excellence Ribbon  

6. Air Force Association Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

7. Daedalian Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

8. American Legion Scholastic Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

9. American Legion General Military Excellence Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

10. American Veterans Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

11. Reserve Officers Association Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

12. Military Order of World Wars Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

13. Military Officers Association Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

14. Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

15. Military Order of the Purple Heart Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

16. Air Force Sergeants Association (AFSA) Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

17. Tuskegee Airmen Incorporated AFJROTC Cadet Award (Ribbon)  

18. The Retired Enlisted Association Award (Medal/Ribbon)  
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19. The Celebrate Freedom Foundation Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

20. Air Commando Association Award (Medal/Ribbon)  

21. Distinguished Unit Award with Merit (Ribbon)  

22. Distinguished Unit Award (Ribbon)  

23. Outstanding Organization Award (Ribbon)  

24. Outstanding Flight Ribbon  

25. Top Performer Ribbon  

26. Outstanding Cadet Ribbon  

27. Leadership Ribbon  

28. Achievement Ribbon  

29. Superior Performance Ribbon  

30. Academic Ribbon  

31. Cadet Leadership Course Ribbon  

32. Special Teams Placement Ribbon  

33. All Services National Competition (Medal/Ribbon)  

34. Air Force Nationals Competition (Medal/Ribbon)  

35. Orienteering Ribbon  

36. Leadership Development Requirement (LDR) Leadership Ribbon  

37. Drill Team Ribbon  

38. Color Guard Ribbon  

39. Saber Team Ribbon  

40. Marksmanship Ribbon  

41. Good Conduct Ribbon  

42. Service Ribbon  

43. Health and Wellness  

44. Recruiting Ribbon  

45. Activities Ribbon  

46. Attendance Ribbon  

47. Dress and Appearance Ribbon  

48. Longevity Ribbon  

49. Bataan Death March Memorial Hike Ribbon  

50. Patriotic Flag Ribbon 

51. Daughters of the American Revolution Award  

52. National Sojourners Award  

53. Sons of the American Revolution Award  

54. Scottish Rite, Southern Jurisdiction Award  

55. Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War Award  

56. Sons of Confederate Veterans H.L. Hunley Award  

57. National Society United States Daughter of 1812  

58. Non-Funded National Awards (i.e., NCOA, National Society, Daughters of Founders and Patriots of America, 

American Military Retirees Association "LEAP", United Daughters of the Confederacy etc.) 

59. General Carl Spaatz Award  

60. General Ira C. Eaker Award  

61. Amelia Earhart Award  

62. General Billy Mitchell Award  

63. General J.F. Curry Achievement Award 
 

Descriptions and Criteria.  
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Gold Valor Award. Awards consist of a medal, ribbon, and certificate. The Gold Valor Award recognizes 

the most outstanding voluntary acts of self-sacrifice and personal bravery by a cadet involving conspicuous 

risk of life above and beyond the call of duty.  

 

Silver Valor Award. Awards consist of a medal, ribbon, and certificate. The Silver Valor Award is 

awarded to a cadet for a voluntary act of heroism which does not meet the risk of life requirements of the 

Gold Valor Award.  

 

Cadet Humanitarian Award. Award consists of a ribbon and certificate. It is intended to recognize 

cadets who provide aid in response to a singular extraordinary event such as a natural disaster or other 

catastrophe that has placed or has the potential to place a hardship on their fellow citizens. This award is not 

to be used to recognize day-to-day service in the community.  

 

Silver Star Community Service with Excellence Award.  Award consists of a ribbon with silver star 

device and certificate.  The Silver Star Community Service with Excellence Award will be an honor that 

emphasizes the value of community service, and establishes a greater sense of pride within the corps.    

 

Community Service with Excellence Award. Award consists of a ribbon and certificate. It is intended 

to recognize those individual cadets who provide significant leadership in the planning, organizing, directing, 

and executing of a major unit community service project that greatly benefit the  local community. This is 

not an award given to participants but to the key leader(s) of the project.  

 

National Awards:  see instructor staff for award criteria. 

 

Distinguished Unit Award with Merit (DUAM). Award consists of a ribbon awarded to cadets enrolled during the 

same academic year in which 1) the unit receives a HQ AFJROTC evaluation with an overall rating of Exceeds 

Standards and 2) the unit is selected by HQ AFJROTC to receive the DUA. Both criteria must occur during the same 

academic year. The unit will receive a congratulatory letter and a certificate of recognition which will be posted in 

WINGS. Medal/Ribbon must be purchased from a vendor using MilPer funds. For each additional ribbon earned an 

additional small silver star will be awarded.  

 

Distinguished Unit Award (DUA). Is a ribbon awarded to cadets enrolled during the academic year when a unit is 

selected by HQ AFJROTC to receive the DUA. The unit will receive a congratulatory letter and a certificate of 

recognition which will be posted in WINGS. For each additional ribbon earned an additional small silver star will be 

awarded.  

 

Outstanding Organization Award (OOA). Is a ribbon awarded to cadets enrolled during the academic year when a 

unit is selected by HQ AFJROTC to receive the OOA. The unit will receive a congratulatory letter and a certificate 

of recognition which will be posted in WINGS. OOA recipients do not receive a streamer. Ribbon must be 

purchased from a vendor using MilPer funds. For each additional ribbon earned an additional small silver star will be 

awarded.  

 

Outstanding Flight Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded each academic term to members of the outstanding flight under 

criteria determined by the SASI. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each 

additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be 

used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Top Performer Award. The award consists of a ribbon and certificate presented/awarded only by 

Headquarters, AFJROTC personnel. This award is only presented during a visit by HQ AFJROTC personnel. The 
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award is presented to a maximum of 2% of the current unit cadet corps population (unduplicated headcount). Once 

awarded, the ribbon may be worn for the duration of a cadet’s tenure in AFJROTC.  

 

Outstanding Cadet Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded annually to the outstanding first-year, second-year, third-year, and 

fourth-year cadets. The recipient from each class must be of high moral character, demonstrate positive personal 

attributes, display outstanding military potential, and attain academic and military excellence. Criteria for this award 

will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster 

will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Leadership Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for outstanding performance in a position of leadership as an AFJROTC 

cadet. Ensure recognition of cadets who have consistently displayed outstanding leadership ability above and beyond 

expected performance. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon 

earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the 

award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Achievement Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for a significant achievement in AFJROTC or other school 

activities/events. Individuals may not receive more than one ribbon during a 1-year period. Criteria for this award 

will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster 

will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  
 
Superior Performance Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded to no more than the top 10% of the cadet corps annually for 

outstanding achievement or meritorious service rendered specifically on behalf of AFJROTC. Present the ribbon for 

a single or sustained performance of a superior nature. Ensure award is presented in recognition of achievements and 

services which are clearly outstanding and exceptional when compared to achievements and accomplishments of 

other cadets. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an 

additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the 

fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Academic Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for academic excellence as signified by attaining an overall grade point 

average of at least “B” for one academic term, in addition to an “A” average in AFJROTC. Criteria for this award 

will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster 

will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for completion of an approved leadership school 

program of at least 5 days in duration. For each additional CLC completion an additional bronze star will be 

awarded. Silver Star will be awarded for outstanding performance or leadership ability at a CLC instead of the 

Bronze Star. Limit the Silver Star to 10% of the class. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet 

Guide.  

 

Special Teams Competition Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded to team members for placing 1st, 2nd or 3rd in an Air 

Force or Joint Service Competition to include Drill Teams, Color Guard Teams, Marksmanship Rifle Teams, Saber 

Teams, Academic Bowl Teams, CyberPatriot, StellarXplorers etc. For each additional ribbon earned an additional 

bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze 

oak leaf cluster.  

 

Joint/All-Service National Competition Award. Is a medal/ribbon awarded to team members who competed at a 

Joint/All Service national-level competition to include Drill Teams, Color Guard Teams, Marksmanship Rifle 

Teams, Saber Teams, Academic Bowl Teams, CyberPatriot, StellarXplorers etc. For each additional ribbon earned 

an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of 

the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster. Medal/Ribbon may be obtained from the host of the competition or purchased from 

a vendor using MilPer funds. Medal may not (ribbon may) be worn during competitions and regular uniform wear 

days.  
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Air Force Nationals Competition Award. Is a medal/ribbon awarded to team members who competed at an Air 

Force only national-level competition to include Drill Teams, Color Guard Teams, Marksmanship Rifle Teams, 

Saber Teams, Academic Bowl Teams, CyberPatriot, StellarXplorers etc. For each additional ribbon earned an 

additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the 

fifth bronze oak leaf cluster. Medal/Ribbon may be obtained from the host of the competition or purchased from a 

vendor using MilPer funds. Medal may not (ribbon may) be worn during competitions and regular uniform wear 

days. 
 
Orienteering Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded to team members for completing a unit-specific Orienteering program as 

part of unit curriculum. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional 

ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for 

the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

 

Leadership Development Requirement (LDR) Leadership Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded at the SASI’s discretion 

for leadership in AFJROTC Leadership Development Requirement activities (such as but not limited to PT team 

commander, orienteering team commander, drill team commander, color guard team commander, dining-in 

chairperson, military ball chairperson, etc.). Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For 

each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster 

will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Drill Team Ribbon. Cadets must be on the drill team for an entire year/drill season to be eligible to qualify and 

must have competed in at least 3 drill performance events, i.e., competitions, special school events, community 

demonstrations (cumulative). Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional 

ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for 

the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Color Guard Ribbon. Cadets must perform at least 5 color guard performance events to receive this ribbon 

(cumulative). Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned 

an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of 

the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Saber Team Ribbon. Cadets must perform at least 3 saber team performance events to receive this ribbon 

(cumulative). Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned 

an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of 

the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Marksmanship Team Ribbon. Cadets must be on the marksmanship team for an entire year/season to be eligible to 

qualify and must have competed in at least 1 marksmanship competition event (cumulative). Criteria for this award 

will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster 

will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Good Conduct Ribbon. Cadets must not have received a referral (this includes no ISS/OSS) and not missed more 

than 5 days of school (unexcused absences) for an entire school year to be eligible to qualify for this award. Criteria 

for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze 

oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak 

leaf cluster.  

 

Service Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for distinctive performance in school, community, or AFJROTC service 

projects. Limit to members whose active participation in a service project contributed significantly to the goals of the 

organization. (NOTE: Participation in Drill Teams, Saber Teams or Color Guard Teams alone does not qualify for 

the Service Ribbon (see above criteria for these other ribbons) unless community service hours are also awarded. 
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Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional 

bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze 

oak leaf cluster.  

 

Health and Wellness Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for participation in the unit health and wellness physical fitness 

program. All cadets who participate in the unit’s wellness program may receive the Health and Wellness Ribbon. 

Subsequent yearly award of the Health and Wellness Ribbon will be denoted by the addition of a Bronze Oak Leaf 

cluster to the ribbon for each additional year of award. Cadets who score in the Physical Fitness Test’s 75-84% will 

receive a Bronze Star device; 85-95% will receive a Silver Star device; and 96-100% will receive a Gold Star device. 

These cadets, if already wearing the ribbon with oak leaf cluster(s), will receive and wear an additional Health and 

Wellness Ribbon with the highest-level Star Device(s) affixed. Duplicate awards of the Bronze, Silver or Gold 

percentile will be denoted by the addition of another star on this ribbon. Should a cadet subsequently score in a 

higher percentile, only the star representing the higher percentile will be worn. In no case will a cadet mix different 

color stars, or star(s) and oak leaf cluster(s) on the same ribbon. (NOTE: The Physical Fitness Test percentiles are 

computed automatically under the PFT-Mass Assessment in WINGS.) Criteria for this award will be published in the 

unit’s Cadet Guide.  

 

Recruiting Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for outstanding effort in support of unit recruiting activities. Cadets must 

have directly contributed to the recruitment of two new members to AFJROTC. Criteria for this award will be 

published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be 

awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Activities Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for participation in Leadership Development Requirement (LDR) activities 

other than those that qualify for the Color Guard, Drill Team, and Special Teams Competition ribbons. These 

include, but are not limited to orienteering teams, model rocketry clubs, academic bowl teams, and raider/sports 

teams. An oak leaf cluster will be added to this ribbon for each year of membership beginning with the second year. 

Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional 

bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze 

oak leaf cluster.  

 

Attendance Ribbon. Is awarded to cadets who have no more than three excused absences (no unexcused) from 

AFJROTC classes during an entire school year. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. 

For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf 

cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Dress and Appearance Ribbon. Is awarded to cadets who maintain a 90% or higher average on weekly uniform 

grades. Cadets receiving this award will maintain the highest grooming and dress standards possible. Criteria for this 

award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf 

cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Longevity Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for successful completion of each AFJROTC school year (semester with a 

4X4 block schedule). Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. For each additional ribbon 

earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the 

award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Bataan Death March Memorial Hike Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded to honor and remember the sacrifices of the 

victims and survivors of World War II’s Bataan Death March, AFJROTC units may conduct an optional 14-mile 

Bataan Death March Memorial Hike. This event must be accomplished on a locally determined 14-mile course 

(trails, road courses, tracks, etc.,). Units may complete the full hike in a span of one to no more than 3- days. Cadet 

safety must be monitored at all times and advanced planning for any first aid/medical attention is paramount. Cadets 

who fully complete the 14-mile hike are authorized to wear the ribbon. Additionally, no fees can be charged to 

participate in the Memorial March. However, units are encouraged to collect donations which will be given to 
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reputable organizations that benefit disabled veterans such as The Air Force Association’s Wounded Airman 

Program, the Wounded Warrior Project, Special Operations Warrior Foundation, etc. Criteria for this award will be 

published in the unit’s Cadet Guide. Ribbon may be purchased from a vendor using MilPer funds. For each 

additional ribbon earned an additional bronze oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be 

used for the award of the fifth bronze oak leaf cluster.  

 

Patriotic Flag Ribbon. Is a ribbon awarded for participation in non-color guard events specifically designed to 

honor our nation’s flag. Such events include flag raising ceremonies, flag retirement ceremonies, flag folding 

ceremonies, and historical flag demonstrations. In order to receive this award, cadets must have participated in a 

minimum of 5 flag events. Criteria for this award will be published in the unit’s Cadet Guide.  

 

Ribbon may be purchased from a vendor using MilPer funds. For each additional ribbon earned an additional bronze 

oak leaf cluster will be awarded. A single silver oak leaf cluster will be used for the award of the fifth bronze oak 

leaf cluster.  
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

AFJROTC SCHOOL LETTER 

 
1. The AFJROTC Letter will be awarded to cadets who have earned the honor of wearing the letter as determined by the SASI/ASI 

so as not to be confused with letters earned in athletics and other school organizations, the letter will be permanently marked to 

identify it with AFJROTC. 

2. To be awarded a school letter in AFJROTC does not equate to the number of years enrolled in the AFJROTC program. To be 

awarded a school letter in AFJROTC, the cadet must be in good standing within the school district, academics, and discipline. In 

addition, the cadet must have an “A” in AFJROTC.  

3. EVENTS/AWARDS          POINTS 

Summer Leadership School Graduate       60 

Individual Award for Summer Leadership School     50 

National/Local Award (at Spring Awards Ceremony)      25 

Academic Ribbon (each award)        25 

Member Outstanding Flight (each award)       15 

Parades          25 

Activities approved by SASI                      5-35 

9-11 Ceremony          25 

Commander Positions         30 

Clean-up            20 

Football Spirit Team          15 

"A" JROTC Class Average          50 

"B" Steele Class Overall Average         40 

Tutoring Sheets                        5pt. /tutoring session 

Drill Team, Color Guard, or Saber Guard Practice       1pt. / practice  

Competitions 

1st Place Event         40 

2nd Place Event         30 

3rd Place Event          20 

Any additional extracurricular activity approved by the Corps     25- 50 

Commander or SASI as benefiting AFJROTC 

 

4. The AFJROTC Letter will not be worn on any part of the military uniform. When placed on an authorized school jacket, sweater 

or windbreaker, this item WILL NOT be worn as an outer garment with the military uniform. Steele AFJROTC will purchase the 

basic jacket and the AFJROTC Letters on an annual basis. The cadet will assume financial responsibility for purchasing any 

additions to the basic jacket. Cadets may earn the letter only once during the school year (If a cadet keeps active within the corps, 

the cadet should earn the letter within their second or third year of being in AFJROTC). Award of a letter one year does not mean 

the cadet will be automatically awarded a letter the subsequent year unless an additional 2,500 points has been achieved. 

However, each point accumulated over the 2,500 points required may be carried over into next years’ eligibility and count toward 

an additional letter. 

Please use the form on the next page to keep track of your points. 
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NAME:                                       Graduation Year: 

TX-20064 AFJROTC LETTER JACKET CRITERIA 1st Year Points 2nd Year Points 3rd Year Points 

Activity Points 
Total 

Possible 
Points/Yr 

1st yr. 
Fall  

1st yr. 
Spring 

2nd yr. 
Fall  

2nd yr. 
Spring 

3rd yr. 
Fall  

3rd yr. 
Spring 

          

Parade 25 50             

Football Spirit Team  15 240             

Campus Clean-up (AAH = 2 
events) 

20 100 
            

Team practices 1pt./practice 125             

Tutoring Sheets 5pt./session 450             

9-11 Ceremony 25 25             

Commander/Deputy Positions 30 60             

"A" JROTC Class Average 50 100             

"B" Steele Class Overall 
Average 

40 80 
            

SLS Attendance 60 60             

Award from SLS 50 50             

Color Guard event 10 -             

Academic Ribbon 25 50             

National Award 25 25             

Outstanding Flight Ribbon 15 30             

Activities approved by SASI 5 to 35               

**Community Service Hours 1 pt./hr **             

  

* Competition- Placing                 

1st 40 *             

2nd 30 *             

3rd 20 *             

Participated in competition 
(other than placing) 

10 * 
            

**Total Possible points   1445             

You must meet one of two criteria to apply:     Total Overall Points:   

1) You must be in your 3rd JROTC year (AS-3)  with 1500 points to apply.                                                                                            

2) you must have 1700 points before the end of your second JROTC year (AS-2) to apply. 

* Depends on the number of competitions performed during the school year. 

** Total possible points may include community service hour points (could be more than the maximum of 900). 

TX-20064 Letter Jacket Form - 2/2017 

 

 

 

This form can be found on the Steele AFJROTC website. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

CERTIFICATES OF COMPLETION AND TRAINING 

AND SCHOLARSHIPS 

 
1. There are two types of certificates that may be awarded to AFJROTC cadets; CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION AND 

CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING. Information concerning each certificate is provided below to enable cadets, who will qualify for 

minimum enrollment to assess the value of each certificate. 

2. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION:  

Presented to cadets in good standing who successfully complete three or more full calendar years of the AFJROTC program. 

Cadets must have this certificate in their possession when signing up for a senior ROTC program or upon enlisting in the Armed 

Forces, in order to obtain the benefits offered for successful completion of the AFJROTC Program. 

A. With the Certificate of Completion, the cadet can be excused from one year of the General Military Course of a Senior 

AFROTC Program. This privilege must be arranged with the Professor of Aerospace Studies at the time of enrollment in a 

college or university. 

B. If the graduating cadet elects to enlist in the Armed Forces, the Certificate of Completion will provide for promotion up to 

pay grade E-3, if and when accepted by the service. This is normally accepted, but not assured. Pay Grade E-3 is the third pay 

grade in all the armed forces and is equivalent to Airman First Class in the USAF. This promotion at the time of enlistment 

provides for an immediate monetary benefit. It also places the cadet ahead of all other personnel enlisting at the same time 

and theoretically makes cadets eligible for promotion before other enlistees who enter at the same time. 

3. CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING:  

Presented to a cadet in good standing who successfully completes two full calendar years of the AFJROTC Program and 

graduates from high school or transfers to another school. 

A. With the Certificate of Training, the cadet can be excused from one academic term of the General Military Course in a 

College ROTC program. This privilege, again, must be arranged with the Professor of Aerospace Studies at the time of 

enrollment. 

B. The Certificate of Training entitles the recipient to advanced promotion to the rank of E-2 upon initial enlistment, again when 

accepted by the Service. 

C. NOTE: Cadets in good standing means more than just passing AFJROTC. These certificates may be denied or information 

placed on them to reflect the individual’s behavior if a cadet has been asked to leave AFJROTC or displayed a poor attitude 

toward the AFJROTC program and training. These certificates indicate to the service that the individual’s performance as a 

cadet merits promotion ahead 

4. SCHOLARSHIPS:  

AFJROTC does not control AFROTC Scholarships. These scholarships are very competitive and are awarded to the best qualified 

cadets each school year, provided he or she meets minimum Air Force requirements and are selected by the central selection 

board at Maxwell AFB, AL. Performance in AFJROTC does have a positive impact on the scholarship package. Additionally, the 

AFJROTC SASI can write a letter the cadet must carry and present for consideration during the cadet’s scholarship interview. 

The scholarships pay for tuition, most fees, and books and include a monthly tax-free stipend to use for other expenses. The 

recipient can use the scholarship at over 700 college or universities that have or are affiliated with AFROTC programs. After 

graduation from the college the cadet is commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant and must complete at least a four-year obligation. 

Cadets will be briefed in full on these opportunities as they enter their junior year in high school. 

5. U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY APPOINTMENTS:  

The U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA) annually holds 25 appointments specifically for AFJROTC cadets who are members of 

honor units. HQ AFJROTC provides USAFA list of those AFJROTC units who have been recognized the previous year as a 

Distinguished Unit. Cadets must complete the normal USAFA application, meeting all deadlines to be considered for these 

appointments. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

PLANS AND PROGRAMS 

1. CTC (Cadet Training Camp): 

CTC is a training camp for cadets who are new comers to AFJROTC. Within the camp students will learn basic drill and 

ceremony, chain of command, basic uniform wear, Air Force and AFJROTC ranks, rules within the Steele AFJROTC corps, and 

the proper method of morning and afternoon flag detail. Students will have an advantage within Steele AFJROTC corps having a 

better chance of getting rank and positions within the corps while having fun playing sports (at the end of the third day) and 

getting to know the other cadets within the corps. 

NOTE: Students will be notified during the summer, the dates and times of the camp. On the day of the camp students will meet 

outside of the AFJROTC wing until called in by the leaders. There will at most 10 leaders, leading the three day camp (unless 

more leaders are needed there shouldn’t be more than 10 leaders) with a planned out schedule that was created and agreed upon 

by the staff a week prior. Then the leaders will farther enlighten the student on the camp objectives of basic uniform wear, drill 

and ceremony, etc. 

*Camp is usually held in August but dates of program may vary* 

2. Mentorship Program: 

This is a program in which an upper-classmen cadet will “adopt” an AS-1 cadet and assist them, as necessary, to better 

themselves within the Steele AFJROTC program and with the Steele High School community. 

A. The upper-classmen cadet will help the AS-1 in drill and ceremony, uniform wear, showing the cadet how to get around the 

school, help the cadet find the best ways to do well in school and answer questions about events, how the corps is run and 

what is expected of the cadet to the best of their knowledge. 

B. The mentorship program is there for any AS-1 cadet who thinks they will need help in high school, this program is a 

volunteer only program, meaning the upper-classmen cadet will not be forced into mentoring a cadet and an AS-1 may 

decline being mentored by an upper-class man if they feel it is not necessary. Each upper-class man (upper-class men can are 

seniors, juniors and possibly sophomores), who sign up, will be assigned one or two cadets, depending on how many AS-1s 

in corps signed up, to form a group. Every group will be sorted by gender (All male groups and all female groups). The 

person in charge of the mentorship meetings and the senior staff will pick the groups and have the groups meet one day after 

school so they can figure out a schedule for the mentor and those being mentored. After that it up to the group to meet 

whenever they need help. The person in charge of the mentorship program and the mentors will have a meeting every month 

to see how the program is going. Upper-class men are expected to be friendly and respectful to the under-class men as are the 

under-class men are friendly, respectful and come to the upper-class men whenever they need help. The goal of this 

mentorship program is to build a friendly relationship between upper and lower-class men. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 

INSTRUCTOR AND CADET OFFICES/CLASSROOMS 
 
1. The cadet office is open to all cadets; provided activities are monitored by a cadet officer...YOU MUST BE CONDUCTING 

BUSINESS AND NOT SOCIALIZING NOR WANDERING THE SCHOOL. 

A. The Aerospace Science Instructors practice an “OPEN DOOR POLICY”. Cadets are invited and encouraged to visit the 

instructor’s office anytime the instructor is present, unless the instructor is conducting a session with another person. Any 

cadet desiring to see an instructor shall follow proper military reporting procedures. 

B. The instructors’ offices are OFF LIMITS and are not entered by any cadet, unless the instructor is present or the cadet has 

specific permission from an instructor for each specific occasion.  

NOTE: The restroom outside the instructor offices is OFF LIMITS to students unless authorized by an instructor. 

C. Telephones in the offices ARE NOT to be used by cadets to conduct personal business. The telephones will be used ONLY 

with the permission of the instructor(s). Cadets need to inform their parents when they need to be picked up and not expect to 

use the instructor’s phones to make these types of routine calls. 

2. THERE WILL BE NO EATING OR DRINKING IN THE AFJROTC WING, CLASSROOMS OR OFFICES. On a case by case 

basis instructors may allow a “working lunch” in the classroom for cadets who must conduct meetings at their lunch period or 

tutoring. Instructors must be consulted before conducting a working lunch. This will be rare, as cadets should eat before or after 

any meeting. 

A. Counseling Forms may be issued to any cadet by the officer in charge for bringing food into the room, refusing to leave if not 

doing work, or for disrupting or distracting cadets doing work. 

3. Meetings are held in classrooms, not the computer or office areas except in cases of counseling, or small meetings/conversations 

between officers dealing with corps business. 

A. Any cadet may be asked at any time to leave the room or workstation. This could be due to the AFJROTC wing being locked, 

or because a more urgent use of the work area is needed. Cadets should save their work and leave as quickly as possible. 

B. An officer should be present at all times to supervise all cadets in case a problem arises. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 

SUMMARY OF STANDARDS AND BEHAVIOR 

 
1. Hazing in any form will not be tolerated. In accordance with the Byron P. Steele II Student/ Parent handbook, hazing is any act 

that is done to humiliate a student for the purpose of that student receiving membership into a club or organization. Singling out 

cadets for “special duty” is also hazing and will not be tolerated. Any cadet officer responsible for hazing a cadet or not stopping 

the hazing of a cadet when it is in his or her power to do so, will at a minimum be removed from their cadet position. 

2. Racial, Sexual Orientation, Ethnic, Gender, and Religious discrimination/harassment will not be tolerated in any manner. 

Discrimination is punishing, not hiring, and/or refusing to reward exceptional performance, based on a person’s race, sexual 

orientation, gender, ethnicity, and/or religion. Anyone responsible for discrimination will immediately be removed from his or her 

job with cause and subject to further action in accordance with district policies. 

3. This is a military type organization and all directions (orders) given to you by higher-ranking cadets will be followed. The only 

reasons acceptable to disobey are if the direction/order: 

A. Threatens your health or the health of others. 

B. Is against your morals and ethics. 

C. Violates your right to religious freedom. 

All others must be followed; however if you have a problem with an order, OBEY IT, but go up your chain of command with 

your complaint. You may also see the SASI/ASI at any time regarding this. 

4. Profanity will not be tolerated. This consists of saying any words are considered vulgar by the SASI, ASI, and other school 

officials. 

5. Lying is unacceptable. In order to have a good corps we must be able to trust each other. Any person caught lying will be 

disciplined accordingly. Lying is defined as willingly deceiving someone. 

6. Cheating is not tolerated. Anyone caught cheating will be severely dealt with. This includes not doing your own work on 

workbooks or in class assignments. 

7. Stealing is not tolerated. Anyone caught stealing will be prosecuted accordingly. 

8. Any bad behavior/poor attitude in other classes reflects poorly on all AFJROTC cadets and our program and will result in 

counseling in AFJROTC. 

9. All cadets must understand that the AFJROTC facilities and storage rooms are OFF LIMITS before and after school and at lunch, 

except for OFFICIAL BUSINESS, meaning you are there to do an approved cadet task. This includes the grounds around the 

AFJROTC building. 

10. The doors and entryways should be kept free of students and property safety issue. 

11. DO NOT bring food or drinks into the AFJROTC area without SASI/ASI permission. 

12. Students WILL NOT leave personal items (including uniforms, books, PT clothes, etc.) in the AFJROTC facilities unless space is 

provided or coordinated with the SASI and ASI. 

PARENTS NOTE: AFJROTC is not responsible for any stolen or misplaced items without prior coordination. 

13. You, as an AFJROTC cadet, have a responsibility of keeping the AFJROTC facilities looking neat and orderly at all times. If you 

see trash, pick it up even if it isn’t yours. 

REMEMBER, YOU ARE AN AFJROTC CADET, AS SUCH YOU ARE EXPECTED TO SET THEEXAMPLE AT ALL 

TIMES. 

 

 

Congratulations on becoming a member of the Byron P. Steele II High School AFJROTC program! We are truly excited 

about the upcoming year, and your being part of it at all times      
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 

BASICS OF FLAG DETIAL 

 

1. Objective 

 

As a new cadet in AFJROTC, one of your main goals is to complete 5 hours of community service. Your hours may be acquired 

outside of JROTC, but there will be many opportunities for you to acquire your hours in JROTC. One of those opportunities is flag 

detail.  Every flag detail is worth 30 minutes of community service, while it may seem like a small amount it is one of the easiest 

community service activities to acquire quick hours. 

 

2. Flag Detail Opportunities 

 

There are two flag details each day. One in the morning before school, and one during 8 th period class. Moring detail will be available 

to any cadet who shows up in the morning in the ROTC Hall located in Downstairs Q-Wing. If a detail is being made, and you really 

need hours please inform a higher cadet to unsure you a spot in the detail.  Afternoon detail however will be mostly for cadets who are 

in ROTC 8th period. 

 

3. Flag Detail positions 

A. Flag detail positions will follow by this order for morning detail 

1.  Front Guard- Responsible for marching in front of the detail and raising the flags. 

2. American Flag- Responsible for holding the American flag close to the chest right over left with your arms. Calls cadence while 

marching. 

3. Texas Flag- Responsible for holding the Texas flag close to the chest right over left with your arms. 

4. Steele Flag(School Flag)- responsible for holding the school flag close to the chest right over left with your arms. 

5 Back Guard- Responsible for marching in the back of the detail,, and raising the flags. 

B. Flag detail positions will follow by this order for afternoon detail 

1.  Front Guard- Responsible for marching in front of the detail and raising the flags 

2.  Flag folder- Responsible for folding the flags that are lowered and giving cadence when marching to the poles and marching back 

to ROTC 

3. American Flag- Responsible for holding the American flag close to the chest right over left with your arms 

4. Texas Flag- Responsible for holding the Texas flag close to the chest right over left with your arms. 

5. Steele Flag(School Flag)- responsible for holding the school flag close to the chest right over left with your arms. 

6. Back Guard- Responsible for marching in the back of the detail,, and raising the flags. 

 

*note that the only difference between morning and afternoon is that afternoon detail requites a folder* 

 

4. Flag Detail expectations 

While a cadet is doing flag detail they will treat the flags with respect, NO EXCEPTIONS. The cadet will march correctly and will 

not rush the detail no matter what. If it’s raining flag detail can still be done and will be done correctly and respectfully. If the weather 

becomes too unbearable for a detail to go out, then the flags will be lowered as soon as the weather passes by. For the American flag, 

when it is lowered and raise the commander will call the command to present arms. Flag holders will face the American flag and hold 

that position until the flag is either raised or lowered, and the commander says order arms. The commander will salute the flag if 

lowered or raised. The American flag is the only flag to be saluted and raised or lowered in a slow pace. Other flags may be raised or 

lowered in a faster pace. There will also be some days that all the flags will be half-staff. Meaning that the flags are only raised about 

half way, however the American flag has to be the highest during half-staff. The ropes will be marked with tape to show where the 

flags should be for half-staff. Your instructor will let you know if the flags are at half-staff. Also, while doing flag detail and its half-

staff, the flags will be raised all the way up and then lowered for half-staff. If you happened to do an afternoon detail and the flags are 

half-staff you are to bring the flags all the way up before lowering them. When marching back with the flags they will be returned to 
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the staff officer folded neatly and placed in this order: Steele flag in the bottom then Texas and American always on top. Once 

finished with flag details please write your name in the flag log so that you may receive your community service. 

5. Flag folds 

Fold the lower half of the stripe section lengthwise over the field of stars, holding the bottom and top edges securely. Fold the flag 

again lengthwise with the blue field on the outside. Make a triangular fold by bringing the striped corner of the folded edge to meet the 

open (top) edge of the flag. 
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GO AEROSPACE KNIGHTS! 
 

SENIOR AEROSPACE SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR 

 

MICHAEL HINSCH, Lt Colonel, USAF (Ret.) 

 

AEROSPACE SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS 

 

JOSEPH K. JOHNSON, CMSgt, USAF (Ret.) 

SHARITA JOHNSON, MSgt, USAF (Ret.) 

 

BYRON P. STEELE II HIGH SCHOOL (AFJROTC) 

PH: (210) 619-4025/4026/4085 

FAX: (210) 619-4062 

EMAIL:  TX-20064@afjrotc.com  

ADDRESS: 1300 FM 1103, Cibolo, TX 78108  
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30-STEP DRILL SEQUENCE  
Performance of the 30-Step Drill Sequence will be IAW AFMAN 36-2203 (Drill and Ceremonies), dated 20 
Nov 2013 and is led and performed by second year cadets. Cadet Commander will report in after the 
command fall-in is given. Example: Sir/Ma’am, Unit Number, is prepared for the 30-step drill sequence. 
Request permission to use your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!  

 
1. *Fall in       16. To the rear march  
(Sizing of flight/count off is not required)  

2. Open ranks march     17. To the rear march  

3. Ready front      18. Column right march  

4. Close ranks march     19. Forward march  

5. Present arms      20. Eyes right (salute the evaluator)  

6. Order arms      21. Ready Front  

7. Parade rest      22. Column right march  

8. Attention       23. Forward march  

9. Left face       24. Change step march  

10. About face      25. Column right march  

11. Forward march      26. Forward march  

12. Right flank march     27. Flight halt  

13. Left flank march     28. Left face  

14. Column right march     29. Right step march  

15. Forward march      30. Flight halt  
 
Cadet Commander will report out after the command flight halt is given. Example: Sir/Ma’am, Unit 
Number, request permission to exit your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!  
 
*Per AFMAN 36-2203 the command “Fall In” requires proper sizing and count off to be performed. During 
HQ AFJROTC visits, sizing of the flight/count off is not required and the commander may call “Open Ranks” 
immediately after the command “Fall In”. 
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BASIC DRILL SCORE SHEET 
 

1. AT MY COMMAND 

2.  (1) Fall In 

a. Rt Face – size 

b. Rt Face – size 

c. Lt Face – size 

d. Count off 
e. Lt Face  

3. (2)  Open Ranks March 

a. Align all elements 
b. 3 paces pass 1st element 

4. (3)  Ready Front 

a. one pace in 
5. (4)  Close Ranks March 

6. (5)  Present Arms 

7. REPORT IN (Sir/Ma’am CADET Rank Last Name PREPARED FOR DRILL EVAL) 

8. (6)  Order Arms 

9. (7)  Parade Rest 

10. (8)  Attention 
11. (9)  Lt Face 

12. (10)  About Face 

a. Wait for Guide 

13. (11)  F/M 

14. (12)  Rt Flank 
a. on right foot 

15. (13)  Lt Flank 

a. on left foot 
16. (14)  ColRt March 

a. rt foot 

b. everyone 
17. (15)  F/M 

18. (16)  To the Rear March 

a. right foot 
19. (17)  To the Rear March 

a. right foot 

20. (18)  ColRt March 
a. right foot 

b. everyone 

21. (19)  F/M 
22. (20)  Eyes Right 

a. right foot 

23. (21)  Ready Front 
a. Left foot 

24. (22)  ColRt March 

a. right foot 
b. everyone 

25. (23)  F/M 

26. (24)  Change Step 
a. right foot 

b. call cadence 

27. (25)  Col Rt march  
a. right foot 

b. everyone 

28. (26)  F/M 
29. (27)  Flight Halt 

30. (28)  Lt Face 

a. get centered on flight 
b. wait for guide 

31. (29)  Rt Step March 

32. (30)  Flt Halt 

a. heel are together when you call flight halt 

33.  Report out (Sir/Ma’am Cadet Rank Last Name has completed my drill evaluation) 
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